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PERFECT ISOMETRIES AND MURNAGHAN-NAKAYAMA
RULES
OLIVIER BRUNAT AND JEAN-BAPTISTE GRAMAIN
Abstract. This article is concerned with perfect isometries between blocks
of finite groups. Generalizing a method of Enguehard to show that any two
p-blocks of (possibly diﬀerent) symmetric groups with the same weight are
perfectly isometric, we prove analogues of this result for p-blocks of alternating
groups (where the blocks must also have the same sign when p is odd), of
double covers of alternating and symmetric groups (for p odd, and where we
obtain crossover isometries when the blocks have opposite signs), of complex
reflection groups G(d; 1; n) (for d prime to p), of Weyl groups of type B and
D (for p odd), and of certain wreath products. In order to do this, we need
to generalize the theory of blocks, in a way which should be of independent
interest.
1. Introduction
Perfect isometries, introduced by M. Broué in [1], are the shadow, at the level of
characters, of very deep structural correspondences between blocks of finite groups
(such as derived equivalences, or splendid equivalences). The existence of such
equivalences is at the heart of Broué’s Abelian Defect Conjecture, which predicts
that any p-block of a finite group G with abelian defect group P and its Brauer
correspondent in NG(P ) are derived equivalent.
Recently, there has been considerable progress in the construction of equivalences
between blocks, especially using a method, introduced and developed by J. Chuang
and R. Rouquier in [5], and based on sl2-categorification. As a consequence of
their work, they show that two p-blocks of (possibly diﬀerent) symmetric groups
with isomorphic defect groups are splendidly equivalent; see [5, Theorem 7.2]. This
explains the result [7, Theorem 11] of M. Enguehard, which is an analogue of [5,
Theorem 7.2], but at the level of characters, that is, the existence of Broué perfect
isometries between such blocks.
For p-blocks of (possibly diﬀerent) double covers of the symmetric and alternat-
ing groups, it has been conjectured by M. Schaps and R. Kessar that, with some
additional assumptions, a similar result holds. There are partial results in this
direction, for example [13], [14] and [16]. However, even at the level of characters,
the existence of perfect isometries between these p-blocks was yet unproved.
This article dicusses perfect isometries. Besides suggesting the existence of a
derived equivalence between blocks, any perfect isometry between two p-blocks of
finite groups provides an isomorphism between their centres, and an isomorphism
between the Grothendieck groups of their module categories. In particular, perfectly
isometric p-blocks have the same numbers of ordinary and of modular characters,
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and their Cartan matrices and decomposition matrices have the same invariant
factors.
Furthermore, the weaker version of Broué’s Abelian Defect Conjecture (that
is, Broué’s conjecture at the level of characters) gives, in the abelian defect case,
deep insight into more numerical conjectures, such as the Alperin, Knörr-Robinson,
Alperin-McKay and Dade conjectures (see for example [6]).
In this paper, we generalize Enguehard’s method (see [7]) based on the Murnaghan-
Nakayama rule in the symmetric group (which gives a way to compute iteratively
the values of irreducible complex characters). We will prove that similar results hold
for many classes of groups where some analogues of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule
are available.
For this, we extract the properties of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule needed in
Enguehard’s method, which we axiomatize in the concept of an MN-structure for
a finite group. In some cases, for example when the analogue of the Murnaghan-
Nakayama rule for the considered groups do not give information on the whole
group, but only on certain conjugacy classes (this happens for the double covers
of the symmetric and alternating groups), we need to replace the set of p-regular
elements of the group by an arbitrary union of conjugacy classes. We then develop
a generalized modular theory, and define generalized blocks and generalized per-
fect isometries. Note that the notion of generalized blocks and generalized perfect
isometries introduced by B. Külshammer, J. B. Olsson and G. R. Robinson in [15] is
not exactly the same as ours. In some way, our notion is more general, because any
Külshammer-Olsson-Robinson isometry or Broué isometry is a generalized perfect
isometry in our sense.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we generalize the theory of
blocks of characters. Note that §2.1 is of independent interest, because it in partic-
ular gives a natural framework to use the techniques of the usual modular p-block
theory for the theory of Küshammer, Olsson and Robinson. The main result of this
section (Theorem 2.10) provides the bridge necessary to compare blocks and spaces
of class functions of (possibly distinct) groups which have similar MN-structures.
This combinatorification of the ideas in [7] can in turn be used to exhibit perfect
isometries between blocks of these groups (see Corollary 2.17 and Theorem 2.20).
The remaining sections are devoted to describing MN-structures in several fam-
ilies of finite groups, and using our methods to build explicitly perfect isometries
between their blocks.
More precisely, we prove in Section 3 that two p-blocks of (possibly diﬀerent)
alternating groups with same weight, (and the same signature type when p is odd)
are perfectly isometric (see Theorems 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11).
Then, in Section 4, we study the case of spin blocks of the double covers of
the symmetric and alternating groups, and we prove the perfect isometry version
of the Kessar-Schaps conjecture. We show that, when p is odd, any two spin p-
blocks with the same weight and sign are perfectly isometric (see Theorem 4.21
and Corollary 4.22). As is to be expected in these groups (see [14]), we also obtain
crossover isometries, relating a p-block in “the symmetric case” to a p-block in
“the alternating case”. Note that, in the proof of these results, even though the
isometries we obtain are Broué isometries, we crucially need the generalized theory
introduced in Section 2.
3In the last section, we examine the case of certain wreath products. Applying
our method, we give in §5.2 and §5.3 a new and more uniform construction of the
isometries appearing in Broué’s Abelian Defect Conjecture for symmetric groups,
isometries introduced by M. Osima, and the generalized perfect isometry considered
in [2] in order to show the existence of p-basic sets for the alternating group (see
Theorem 5.1, Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.2). Even though these results are not
new, they give explicit isometries, and considerably simplify the calculations (for
example, note that the initial proof of Rouquier [25] of Broué’s perfect isometries
Conjecture for symmetric groups (see [25]) is not constructive, and is based on a
strong result of Fong and Harris in [8] on perfect isometries in wreath products).
In §5.4, we apply our method to p-blocks of complex reflection groups G(d; 1; n)
with d prime to p, and obtain in Theorem 5.4 an analogue of Enguehard’s result
for these groups. In particular, this gives the result for p-blocks (with p odd) of
(possibly diﬀerent) Weyl groups of type B (see Corollary 5.6). In §5.5, we also
prove the result for p-blocks (with p odd) of (possibly diﬀerent) Weyl groups of
type D (Theorems 5.7 and 5.8). All of these are new results.
Finally, in §5.6, we give an analogue of the generalized perfect isometry of [2,
Thoerem 3.6] for p-blocks (with p odd) of alternating groups (see Therorem 5.12). In
a certain sense (see Example 5.9), this is a natural analogue of Osima’s isometry for
alternating groups. When the p-block of the alternating group has abelian defect,
our result gives an alternative proof of Broué’s perfect isometries Conjecture first
obtained by Fong and Harris in [9] (see Corollary 5.13).
We hope that our results, and in particular the fact that the Broué perfect
isometries constructed here are explicit, will help to prove that the corresponding
p-blocks are in fact derived equivalent.
2. Generalities
In this section, G denotes a finite group and C a set of conjugacy classes of G.
We set
(1) C =
[
c2C
c:
We write Irr(G) for the set of irreducible characters of G over the complex field C,
and h ; iG for the usual hermitian product on C Irr(G). For x 2 G, we denote by
xG the conjugacy class of x in G. Define resC : C Irr(G)! C Irr(G) by setting, for
any class function ' 2 C Irr(G),
resC(')(g) =

'(g) if g 2 C;
0 otherwise:
For B  C Irr(G), we set BC = fresC() j  2 Bg.
2.1. Generalized modular theory. Let b be a Z-basis of the Z-module Z Irr(G)C .
For every  2 Irr(G), there are uniquely determined integers d' such that
(2) resC() =
X
'2b
d'':
We denote by b_ the dual basis of b with respect to h ; iG, i.e. the unique C-basis
b_ = f' j' 2 bg of C Irr(G)C such that h'; # i = #' for all # 2 b.
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Proposition 2.1. Let C be a set of conjugacy classes of G. Suppose that b is a Z-
basis of Z Irr(G)C, and denote by b_ = f' j' 2 bg the dual basis of b with respect
to h ; iG (as above). Then:
(i) For every ' 2 b, we have
(3) ' =
X
2Irr(G)
d' =
X
2Irr(G)
d' resC();
where the d'’s are the integers defined in Equation (2).
(ii) We have
Z Irr(G) \ Z Irr(G)C = Zb_:
Proof. Let ' 2 b. We have ' 2 C Irr(G)C . It follows that h';  iG = h'; resC() iG
for all  2 Irr(G). Using Equation (2), we deduce that
h';  iG =
X
#2b
d#h'; # iG
= d':
This proves (i).
By (i), we clearly have Zb_  Z Irr(G) \ Z Irr(G)C . Conversely, suppose that  
is a generalized character vanishing on the elements x such that xG =2 C. Then
 =
X
'2b
h ;' iG':
Since b  Z Irr(G)C , for every ' 2 b, there are integers a' (not necessarily unique)
such that
' =
X
2Irr(G)
a' resC():
Define
 ' =
X
2Irr(G)
a' 2 Z Irr(G):
Then resC( ') = '. Moreover,  2 Z Irr(G)C . It follows that
h ;' iG = h ; ' iG;
which is an integer because  2 Z Irr(G) and (ii) holds. 
Now, we introduce a graph as follows. The vertex set is Irr(G) and two vertices
 and 0 are linked by an edge, if there is ' 2 b such that d' 6= 0 and d0' 6= 0.
The connected components of this graph are called the C-blocks of G.
Remark 2.2. Note that the C-blocks of G depend on the choice of the Z-basis b
of Z Irr(G)C .
If B is a union of C-blocks of G, we write Irr(B) for the subset of Irr(G) corre-
sponding to the vertices of B, and bB for the set of elements of b which give edges
in B. We set b_B = f' j' 2 bBg. Note that b_B is the dual basis of bB (when bB is
viewed as a basis of the C-vector space CbB) with respect to h ; iG.
We may (and do) order the elements of Irr(G) and b in such a way that, if the
rows and columns of D = (d')2Irr(G);'2b are ordered correspondingly, then D
is a block-diagonal matrix, and each (diagonal) block DB of D corresponds to a
C-block B of G.
5Corollary 2.3. With the notation as above, for every C-block B of G, we have
' =
P
2Irr(B)
d' for all ' 2 bB, and
Z Irr(B) \ Z Irr(G)C = Zb_B:
Corollary 2.4. With the above notation, let ;  2 Irr(G) and '; # 2 b be such
that h'; # iG 6= 0 and d' 6= 0 6= d #. Then  and  lie in the same C-block.
Proof. Let ';  2 b. By Proposition 2.1(i), we have
'  = h';  iG =
X
2Irr(G)
d'h resC();  iG
=
X
2Irr(G)
0@X
2b
d'd
1A h ;  iG
=
X
2b
0@ X
2Irr(G)
d'd
1A h ;  iG:
Now, if we write K = (h';  iG)';2b, then the preceding equation gives I =tDDK.
Thus, K is invertible and K 1 =tDD. Furthermore, D is a block-diagonal matrix.
Hence, K 1 also has a block-diagonal structure. More precisely, the blocks of K 1
are the tDBDB ’s for all C-blocks B of G. It follows that K has the same block-
diagonal structure as K 1. In particular, if h';  iG 6= 0, then ' and  lie in the
same C-block of G.
Our assumption that h'; # iG 6= 0 therefore implies that # and ' lie in a common
C-block B of G. By the definition of C-blocks, this means that ' and # correspond to
some subsets c' and c# of edges in a connected component B of the graph previously
introduced. Moreover,  (respectively  ) is a vertex of some edge in c' (respectively
in c#), because d' 6= 0 (respectively d # 6= 0). Therefore ;  2 B. 
2.2. MN-Restriction. We fix a set of G-conjugacy classes C and a union of C-
blocks B ofG, and denote by C the corresponding set of elements as in Equation (1).
Definition 2.5. We say that G has an MN-structure with respect to C and B, if
the following properties hold.
1. There is a subset S  G containing 1 and stable under G-conjugation.
2. There is a bijection between a subset A  S  C and G (the image of
(xS ; xC) 2 A will be denoted by xS  xC), such that for (xS ; xC) 2 A
g(xS  xC) = (gxS)  (gxC) and xS  xC = xSxC = xCxS :
Moreover, for all xS 2 S and xC 2 C, we have (xS ; 1) 2 A and (1; xC) 2 A.
3. For xS 2 S, there is a subgroup GxS  CG(xS) such that
GxS \ C = fxC 2 C j (xS ; xC) 2 Ag:
For xS 2 S, we denote by CxS the set of GxS -conjugacy classes of GxS \C.
4. For xS 2 S, there is a union of CxS -blocks BxS of GxS and a homomorphism
rxS : C Irr(B)! C Irr(BxS ) satisfying
rxS ()(xC) = (xS  xC) for all  2 C Irr(B) and (xS ; xC) 2 A:
Moreover, we assume that G1 = G, B1 = B and r1 = id.
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In the rest of this subsection, we suppose that G has an MN-structure. For
xS 2 S, we define a homomorphism dxS : C Irr(B)! C Irr(BxS )CxS by setting
(4) dxS () = resC rxS () for  2 Irr(B):
The C-basis of C Irr(BxS )CxS used to define the union of CxS-blocks BxS of GxS
(see Remark 2.2) is denoted by bxS , and we write
exS : Cb_xS ! C Irr(B)
for the adjoint map of dxS with respect to h ; iG.
Take any y = yS  yC 2 G with yS 2 xGS . For any t 2 G such that tyS = xS ,
one has tyC 2 GxS by Definition 2.5(3), and the set X of elements tyC with t 2 G
such that tyS = xS is stable under GxS -conjugation (because GxS  CG(xS)). We
denote by ExSyS ;yC a set of representatives of the GxS -classes of X.
Lemma 2.6. With the notation above, for any  2 Cb_xS and (yS ; yC) 2 A, we
have
exS ()(yS  yC) =
8><>:
jCG(yS  yC)j
X
xC2ExSyS;yC
(xC)
jCGxS (xC)j
if yGS = x
G
S ;
0 otherwise:
Proof. We denote by 1G;x the indicator function of the conjugacy class of x in G.
We have
exS ()(yS  yC) = jCG(yS  yC)jh exS (); 1G;yS yC iG
= jCG(yS  yC)jh; dxS (1G;yS yC ) iGxS ;
because dxS and exS are adjoint. Moreover, by Definition 2.5(3),we deduce that
dxS (1G;yS yC ) =
X
xC2ExSyS;yC
1GxS ;xC
if yGS = x
G
S and 0 otherwise. This implies in particular that exS ()(yS  yC) = 0
whenever yGS 6= xGS . Now, suppose that yGS = xGS . Then
exS ()(yS  yC) = jCG(yS  yC)j
X
xC2ExSyS;yC
h; 1GxS ;xC iGxS
= jCG(yS  yC)j
X
xC2ExSyS;yC
(xC)
jCGxS (xC)j
;
as required. 
By Definition 2.5(1), S =
S
2 , where each  2  is a conjugacy class of
G. For each  2 , we choose a representative x 2 , and we let G = Gx ,
B = Bx , r = rx , C = CxS and d = dx .
Let g = gS  gC 2 G. In the following, we say that g is of type  if gS 2 .
Furthermore, we set EgS ;gC = ExgS ;gC .
Now, we set
dG : C Irr(B)!
M
2
C Irr(B)C ;  7!
X
2
d():
7For  2 , we define l : C Irr(G)C ! C Irr(G) by setting
(5) l( )(g) =
8<:
1
jEgS ;gC j
P
xC2EgS;gC
 (xC) if gGS = 
0 otherwise
;
and put
lG :
M
2
C Irr(G)C ! C Irr(G);
X
2
  7!
X
2
l( ):
Remark 2.7. Let  2 C Irr(G)C , and suppose that  is constant on Ex;y for
every y 2 C \ G. Then l( )(g) = 0 except when gS 2 . In this case, we have
l( )(g) =  (xC), where xC is any element of EgS ;gC .
Lemma 2.8. The homomorphism dG is injective, and the map lGdG is the identity
on C Irr(B).
Proof. Let x 2 G. Then by Definition 2.5(2), x is G-conjugate to x  xC for some
 2  and xC 2 C, and for any  2 C Irr(B), we then have
(x) = (xxC) = r
()(xC) (by Definition 2.5(4))
= resC(r
())(xC)
= d()(xC) (by definition of d):
Now, fix  2 C Irr(B) such that dG() = 0. Then, for every 0 2 , we have
d0() = 0. In particular, d()(xC) = 0, and it follows that (x) = 0. Thus dG is
injective.
Note that
lG  dG =
X
02
l0  d0 :
Hence, for every  2 C Irr(B), we have
lG  dG()(x) =
X
02
l0  d0()(x):
By Equation (5), if 0 6= , then l0(d0())(x) = 0. On the other hand, since d()
is constant on Ex;y for any y 2 C \G, Remark 2.7 implies
l  d()(x) = l  d()(xxC) = d()(xC) = resC(r())(xC) = (x);
as required. 
For  2 , we set b = bx and e = ex . The dual of
L
2C Irr(B)
CxS isL
2Cb_ and the homomorphism
eG :
M
2
Cb_ ! C Irr(B);
X
2
 7!
X
2
e()
is the adjoint of dG.
Remark 2.9. Write Zb(C) for the submodule of Zb consisting of class functions
constant on Ex;y for any y 2 C \ G. Let K = rkZ(Zb(C)). By the invariant
factor decomposition theorem, there are a Z-basis b = fb1; : : : ; bNg of Zb and
positive integers m1; : : : ;mK such that m1jm2j    jmK and fm1b1; : : : ;mKbKg is
a Z-basis of Zb(C). Let 1  i  K and y 2 C \ G. Then for any t 2 Ex;y,
one has mibi(t) = mibi(y) because mibi 2 Zb(C). Since mi 6= 0, we deduce that
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bi(t) = bi(y). Thus, bi 2 Zb(C) and mi = 1. In the following, we will write
bC = fb1; : : : ; bKg for the Z-basis of Zb(C) coming from such a construction.
2.3. Isometries. Let G and G0 be two finite groups. We fix C (respectively C0) a
set of conjugacy classes of G (respectively G0), and B (respectively B0) a union of
C-blocks of G (respectively C0-blocks of G0). As above, we write
C =
[
c2C
c and C 0 =
[
c02C0
c0:
We consider the isomorphism
 :
(
C Irr(B)
 C Irr(B0)  ! End(C Irr(B);C Irr(B0))P
;0 
 0 7 !

' 7!P;0h';  iG0
Note that, if we write bf =  1(f) for any f 2 End(C Irr(B);C Irr(B0)), then
(6) bf = rX
i=1
e_i 
 f(ei);
where e = (e1; : : : ; er) is any C-basis of C Irr(B) with dual basis e_ = (e_1 ; : : : ; e_r )
with respect to h ; iG.
Theorem 2.10. Let G and G0 be two finite groups. Suppose that
(1) The group G (respectively G0) has an MN-structure with respect to C and
B (respectively C0 and B0). We keep the same notation as above, and the
object relative to G0 are denoted with a ‘prime’.
(2) Assume there are subsets 0   and 00  0 such that :
(a) For every  2  with  62 0 (respectively 0 2 0 with 0 =2 00), we
have r = r0
0
= 0.
(b) There is a bijection  : 0 ! 00 with (f1g) = f1g and for  2 0,
an isometry I : C Irr(B)! C Irr(B0()) such that
I  r = r0()  If1g:
(3) For  2 0, we have I(Cb_) = Cb0_(). We write J = IjCb_ .
Then for all x 2 G; x0 2 G0, we have
(7) bIf1g(x; x0) = X
20
X
2bC
e()(x)l
0
()(J
 1
 ())(x
0);
where b and bC are as in Remark 2.9, and b
_
 = f j 2 bg is the dual basis of
b as in §2.1.
Proof. First, we remark that, for  2 0, the adjoint of the inclusion i : Cb_ !
C Irr(B) is i = resC . Moreover, Hypothesis (3) implies that the following diagram
is commutative:
Cb_
J //
i

Cb0_()
i

C Irr(B)
I // C Irr(B())
9Dualizing, we obtain the following commutative diagram:
Cb Cb0()
J
oo
C Irr(B)
resC
OO
C Irr(B())
resC0
OO
I 1
oo
(The bottom arrow is indeed I 1 because we identified C Irr(B) and C Irr(B())
with their duals.) Thus, we have resC I 1 = J  resC0 , which implies that J 1 
resC = resC0 I, and we obtain
J 1  resC r = resC0 I  r
J 1  d = resC0 r0()  If1g
J 1  d = d0()  If1g;(8)
where the second equality comes from Hypothesis (2).
Write Zb(C) as in Remark 2.9. We have d(C Irr(B))  Cb(C). Define b, bC
as in Remark 2.9, and set V = l(CbC) and V 00 = l00(Cb0
C0
0).
Now, the assumption (2.a) implies that dG =
P
20 d and if we again write
lG for the restriction of lG to 20C Irr(G)C to simplify the notation, then
Lemma 2.8 gives that lG  dG is the identity on C Irr(B) (the same is true for
l0G0 d0G0). In particular, l is surjective. Furthermore, for 0 2 0 such that  6= 0,
one has d0  l() = 0 for all  2 Cb(C). Indeed, for every x 2 C \G0 , one has
d0  l()(x) = resC r0(l())(x) = r0(l()(x) = l()(x0x) = 0;
because  6= 0. It follows that C Irr(B) = 20V (the same is true for C Irr(B0)).
Thus, by Equation (8), the following diagram is commutative:
(9) C Irr(B)
If1g //
dG

C Irr(B0)
d0
G0
L
20 Cb
lG

J 1 //L
20 Cb
0
()
l0
G0
L
20 V
If1g //L
20 V
0
()
Let  2 0 and  2 Cb(C). Then d  l() 2 Cb(C). Let x 2 G. If x =2 C,
then (x) = 0 = d  l()(x). Assume that x 2 C. Then x 2 G \ C. So, by
Definition 2.5(3), (x; x) 2 A, and by Definition 2.5(4) and Remark 2.7 we have
d  l()(x) = r  l()(x) = l()(x  x):
Therefore, Remark 2.7 gives d  l()(x) = (x). So, this proves that for every
 2 Cb(C), we have
(10) d  l() = :
Consider
e =
[
20
fl() j 2 bCg:
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By Equation (10), for  2 0, the family fl() j 2 bCg is linearly independent,
and since l is surjective, it is a basis of V. Hence, it follows that e is a basis of
C Irr(B).
Now, we claim that
e_ =
[
20

e() j 2 bC
	
:
Indeed, if ;  2 0 with  6= , then for any # 2 bC and  2 bC, we have
h e(#); l() iG = 1jGj
X
g2G
e(#)(g) l()(g) = 0;
by Equation (5) and Lemma 2.6. Furthermore, if ; ' 2 bC, then Equation (10)
gives
h e('); l() iG = h'; d  l() iG = h';  iG = ';
and the result follows. Thus, writing bIf1g with respect to the basis e, we obtainbIf1g = X
20
X
2b
e()
 l0()(J 1 ());
as required. 
Remark 2.11. Note that the assumption (2) of the theorem implies that the
assumption (3) of the theorem holds for  = f1g. Indeed, for  2 C Irr(B), we have
 2 Cb_f1g if and only if resC() = 0, where C = GnC. However, x 2 G lies in C if
and only if its type  is non-trivial. Thus, Definition 2.5(4) implies that  2 Cb_f1g
if and only if r() = 0 for all  6= f1g. Let  2 Cb_f1g. Then for any f1g 6=  2 0,
r0()(If1g()) = I(r()) = 0:
Since  is a bijection with (f1g) = f1g, we deduce that If1g() 2 Cb0_(). To
obtain the reverse inclusion, we apply this argument to I 1f1g.
In particular, if for any  2 0, the group G has an MN-structure with respect
to C \ G and B, then the assumption (3) of Theorem 2.10 is automatically
satisfied.
Remark 2.12. Suppose that (I : C Irr(B) ! C Irr(B0()))20 are isome-
tries such that properties (1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.10 hold. Then I 1 :
C Irr(B0()) ! C Irr(B) also satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem (for  1 :
00 ! 0). Moreover, writing bI with respect to the self-dual C-basis Irr(B) of
C Irr(B), we have
(11) bI = X
2Irr(B)

 I():
It follows that
bI = X
02Irr(B0)
I 1(0)
 0 = conj
0@ X
02Irr(B0)
I 1(0)
 0
1A = conjdI 1   ;
where  : G  G0 ! G0  G; (x; x0) 7! (x0; x) and conj denotes the complex
conjugation.
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2.4. Generalized perfect isometries. An isometry I : C Irr(B) ! C Irr(B0)
with respect to the scalar products h ; iG and h ; iG0 is said to be a generalized
perfect isometry if I(Z Irr(B)) = Z(Irr(B0)) and
(12) I  resC = resC0 I:
Remark 2.13. Following Külshammer, Olsson and Robinson (see [15]), we say that
an isometry I : C Irr(B)! C Irr(B0) is a KOR-isometry if I(Z(Irr(B)) = Z Irr(B0)
and for all ;  2 Irr(B), one has
h resC(); resC( ) iG = h resC0 (I()) ; resC0 (I( )) iG0 :
Note that the argument in the proof of [2, Proposition 2.2] shows that the KOR-
isometries are precisely the isometries that satisfy Equation (12). For the conve-
nience of the reader, we now prove this fact. Before this, we recall that the notion
of blocks in [15] is not the same as ours. The KOR-blocks are the equivalence
classes for the equivalence relation on Irr(G) obtained by extending by transitivity
the relation defined by h resC(); resC( ) iG 6= 0. First, we will show that Irr(B) is
a union of KOR-blocks. Since the KOR-blocks are a partition of Irr(G), it is clear
that Irr(B) is contained in a union of KOR-blocks. It is suﬃcient to show that if
 2 Irr(B) and  2 Irr(G) are such that h resC(); resC( ) iG 6= 0, then  2 Irr(B).
Let  2 Irr(B) and  2 Irr(G) be such that h resC(); resC( ) iG 6= 0, that isX
'; #2b
d'd #h'; # iG 6= 0:
In particular, there exists some '; # 2 b such that d'd #h'; # iG 6= 0. Hence,
d' 6= 0 6= d # and h'; # iG 6= 0. Thanks to Corollary 2.4, we conclude that  lies
in the C-block of .
Now suppose I : C Irr(B) ! C Irr(B0) is a generalized perfect isometry. Let
;  2 Irr(B). Then
h resC0 (I()) ; resC0 (I( )) iG = h I (resC()) ; I (resC( )) iG = h resC(); resC( ) iG;
because I is an isometry.
Conversely, assume that I is a KOR-isometry. Let  2 Irr(B). We have
I(resC()) = I
0@ X
 2Irr(G)
h resC();  iG 
1A
=
X
 2Irr(B)
h resC(); resC( ) iGI( )
=
X
 2Irr(B)
h resC0(I()); resC0(I( )) iG0I( )
=
X
 2Irr(B)
h resC0(I()); I( ) iG0I( )
= resC0(I());
proving the claim.
Proposition 2.14. Suppose that fBi j1  i  rg is the set of KOR-blocks of G
with respect to a set of classes C. Then there is a Z-basis b of Z Irr(G)C such that
the Bi’s are the C-blocks of G with respect to b.
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Proof. By definition of the KOR-blocks, the sets Irr(Bi)C and Irr(Bj)C for i 6= j
are orthogonal with respect to h ; iG, implying that
Z Irr(G)C =
rM
i=1
Z Irr(Bi)C :
Choose any Z-basis bi of Z Irr(Bi)C and write b_i for the dual basis of bi in the
C-space C Irr(Bi)C with respect to h ; iG. Define b = b1 [ : : : [ br. Then b is a
Z-basis of Z Irr(G)C . Moreover, since b_i  C Irr(Bi)C , and since the KOR-blocks
are orthogonal, we deduce that b_ = b_1 [ : : : [ b_r is the dual basis of b. Now, for
' 2 bi, we have
' = resC(') =
rX
j=1
X
2Irr(Bj)
d' resC() =
X
2Irr(Bi)
d' resC();
because ' 2 C Irr(Bi)C . Hence, for 0 =2 Irr(Bi), we have
d0' = h'; 0 iG =
X
2Irr(Bi)
d'h resC(); resC(0) iG = 0:
This proves that Bi is a union of C-blocks. Furthermore, we have seen in Re-
mark 2.13 that conversely, the C-blocks are unions of KOR-blocks. The result
follows. 
Proposition 2.15. Let I : C Irr(B) ! C Irr(B0) be an isometry, and assume that
I(Z Irr(B)) = Z Irr(B0). The following assertions are equivalent
(i) I is a generalized perfect isometry.
(ii) If bI(x; y) 6= 0, then either (x; y) 2 CC 0, or (x; y) 2 CC 0, where C = GnC
and C
0
= GnC 0.
Proof. Suppose that I is a generalized perfect isometry. Note that C Irr(B)C? =
C Irr(B)C and
(13) C Irr(B) = C Irr(B)C  C Irr(B)C :
Moreover, for any  2 C Irr(B0), there is  2 C Irr(B) such that I() =  (because
I is an isometry). Thanks to Equation (12), we have resC0() = I(resC()). Hence,
the restriction I : C Irr(B)C ! C Irr(B0)C0 is surjective, and yet bijective (because
I is injective). Since I is an isometry, we have
I
 
(C Irr(B)C)?

= I
 
C Irr(B)C
?
= (C Irr(B0)C
0
)?:
It follows that
(14) I(C Irr(B)C) = C Irr(B0)C
0
:
Now, we choose a C-basis b of C Irr(B)C with dual basis b_ and a C-basis b of
C Irr(B)C with dual basis b_. Therefore, thanks to Equation (13), b[ b is a C-basis
of C Irr(B) with dual basis b_ [ b_. Writing bI with respect to this basis, we obtain
(15) bI =X
2b
_ 
 I() +
X
2b
_ 
 I():
Now, let (x; y) 2 C  C 0. Then Equation (15) gives bI(x; y) =P2b _(x)I()(y).
But I() 2 C Irr(B0)C0 , implying that I()(y) = 0. Hence, bI(x; y) = 0.
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For (x; y) 2 C C 0, we similarly conclude that bI(x; y) = 0 using Equations (15)
and (14). This proves that (i) implies (ii).
Conversely, assume that (ii) holds. For y 2 G0, we write bIy : G! C; x 7! bI(x; y).
This is a class function on G. We now write bI with respect to the C-basis Irr(B).
Thus, Equation (11) implies that for  2 Irr(G) and y 2 G0, we have
I()(y) =
X
2Irr(B)
I()(y)h ;  iG
= h bIy;  iG
=
1
jGj
X
x2G
bI(x; y)(x):
In particular, for any  2 C Irr(G) and y 2 G0, we have
(16) I( )(y) =
1
jGj
X
x2G
bI(x; y) (x):
Let  2 C Irr(B) and y 2 G0. Applying Equation (16) to resC(), we obtain
I(resC())(y) =
1
jGj
X
x2G
bI(x; y) resC()(x) = 1jGjX
x2C
bI(x; y)(x):
Suppose that y 2 C 0. Then bI(x; y) 6= 0 only if x 2 C and the second equality
gives I(resC())(y) = 0. Otherwise, if y 2 C 0, then bI(x; y) = 0 for x =2 C. In
particular, 1jGj
P
x2C bI(x; y)(x) is equal to I()(y) = resC0(I())(y). This proves
that I satisfies Equation (12), whence is a generalized perfect isometry. 
Remark 2.16. Note that Equation (13) applied to B0 and Equation (14) imply
that
resC0 I = I  resC :
Corollary 2.17. Let G and G0 be two finite groups. We assume that Hypotheses
(1), (2) and (3) of Theorem 2.10 are satisfied, and we keep the same notation. If
If1g(Z Irr(B)) = Z Irr(B0), then If1g is a generalized perfect isometry.
Proof. Let (x; x0) 2 GG0. Write  and 0 for the type of x and x0. Suppose that
(x; x0) =2 CC 0 and (x; x0) =2 CC 0. Then either  = f1g and 0 6= f1g, or  6= f1g
and 0 = f1g. Since (f1g) = f1g, we deduce that 0 6= (). Thanks to Lemma 2.6
and Equation (5), we have for every  2 0 and  2 bC, either e()(x) = 0, or
l0()(J
 1
 ())(x
0) = 0. In particular, Equation (7) gives bIf1g(x; x0) = 0, and the
result follows from Proposition 2.15. 
2.5. Broué’s isometries. In this subsection, we fix a prime number p and assume
that C and C 0 are the sets of p-regular elements (that is, elements whose order
is prime to p) of G and G0, respectively. Let B and B0 be a union of p-blocks of
G and G0. Denote by (K;R; k) a splitting p-modular system for G and G0. Let
I : C Irr(B) ! C Irr(B0) be an isometry such that I(Z Irr(B)) = Z Irr(B0) and bI
defined in Equation (6) is perfect, that is
(i) For every (x; x0) 2 GG0, bI(x; x0) lies in jCG(x)jR \ jCG0(x0)jR.
(ii) bI satisfies property (ii) of Proposition 2.15.
We call such an isometry a Broué isometry.
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Remark 2.18. In fact, the perfect character  : G  G0 ! C defined by Broué
in [1] is not exactly bI, but (x; x0) = bI(x 1; x0). However, since the sets of p-regular
and p-singular elements are stable under g 7! g 1, it follows that  is perfect if and
only if bI is perfect.
Remark 2.19. Since the set of irreducible Brauer characters IBrp(G) is a Z-basis
of Z Irr(G)C which satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 2.14, Remark 2.13 and
Proposition 2.15 imply that a Broué isometry is a perfect generalized isometry (in
our sense and in the sense of Külshammer, Olsson and Robinson).
Theorem 2.20. Assume that G and G0 are two finite groups and that C and C 0 are
the sets of p-regular elements of G and G0, respectively. Suppose that the following
three conditions are satisified:
(i) The hypotheses of Theorem 2.10 hold.
(ii) For any  2 0, we have I(Z Irr(B)) = Z Irr(B0()).
(iii) For every g = gS  gC 2 G and g0 = g0S0  g0C0 2 G0, p does not divide jEgS ;gC j
for any  2 , and p does not divide jE0g0S ;g0C0 j for any 
0 2 0.
Then If1g is a Broué isometry.
Proof. By Remark 2.19 and Corollary 2.17, If1g satisfies Property (ii). We thus
only prove Property (i). For  2 0, we take b = IBrp(B). In particular, Zb_ is
the set of projective characters of B. By Assumption (ii), and Hypothesis (iii) of
Theorem 2.10, since I is injective, one has
I (Z Irr(B) \ Cb_) = I (Z Irr(B)) \ I(Cb_) = Z Irr(B0()) \ Cb0():
Hence, Corollary 2.3 gives J(Zb_) = Zb0
_
(), and it follows that J
 1
 () 2
Z IBrp(B0()) for all  2 Zb. Now, let b and bC be as in Remark 2.9. Let
 2 bC. Let g 2 G and g0 2 G0. Write g = gS  gC and g0 = g0S0  g0C0 , and assume
that g is of type . Then by Lemma 2.6, one has e()(g) = 0 for  6=  and
e()(g) = jCG(g)j
P
xC2EgS;gC
(xC)
jCG (xC)j . Furthermore, thanks to Equation (5)
and the fact that p does not divide jE()g0
S0 ;g
0
C0
j, we deduce that l0()(J 1 ())(g0) 2 R.
Now, by Equation (7) and Theorem 2.10, we obtain
bIf1g(g; g0)
jCG(g)j =
X
2bC
X
xC2EgS;gC
(xC)
jCG(xC)jp

l0()(J
 1
 ())(g
0)
jCG(xC)jp0
2 R;
because 1=jCG(xC)jp0 2 R, and (xC)=jCG(xC)jp 2 R by [20, 2.21]. Similarly,
using Remark 2.12, we deduce that bIf1g(g; g0)=jCG0(g0)j 2 R, as required. 
Remark 2.21. The proof of Theorem 2.20 shows that the condition (iii) can be
replaced by I(C Irr(B)(C)) = C Irr(B())(C0) for any  2 , where similarly to
Remark 2.9, C Irr(B)(C) denotes the set of class functions of C Irr(B) constant on
Ex;y for any y 2 C \G. Indeed, with this assumption, we have J 1 (Zb(C)) 
Zb()(C0), and Remark 2.7 gives that l0()(J 1 ())(g0) 2 R for any  2 bC and
g0 2 G0.
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3. Alternating groups
Let n be a positive integer and p be a prime. We denote by Pn (or P) the set of
partitions of n, by On (or O) the set of partitions of n whose parts are odd, and by
Dn (or D) the set of partitions of n whose parts are distinct. We also write ODn
(or OD) for On \Dn (respectively O \D). Moreover, for  = (1; : : : ; r) 2 P, we
write jj =Pi and `() = r.
3.1. Notation. For any  2 Pn, we write  for the corresponding irreducible
character of Sn, and  for the conjugate partition of . It is well-known that
 = 
 ", where " denotes the sign character of Sn. The character  is called
self-conjugate when  = . We denote by SCn (or SC) the set of self-conjugate
partitions of n. For any  2 SCn, write  2 ODn for the partition whose parts are
the diagonal hook lengths of  (see [22, p. 4] for the definition of a hook and its
hook length. Recall that with the notation of [22], a diagonal hook is an (i; i)-hook
for some i), and define the map
(17) a : SCn  ! ODn;  7! :
We remark that a is bijective, and that a 1() is the self-conjugate partition whose
diagonal hooks have lengths the parts of .
Now, recall that ResSnAn () is irreducible if and only if  is a non self-conjugate
partition (i.e.  6= ). In this case,  and  restrict to the same irreducible
character, which we denote by . Otherwise, when  = , the restriction of 
to An is the sum of two irreducible characters   and + . Moreover, the conjugacy
class of Sn labeled by a() splits into two classes a() of An, and following [12,
Theorem 2.5.13], the notation can be chosen such that  (a()
+) = x  y and
 (a()
 ) = x  y with
(18) x =
1
2
( 1)n k2 and y = 1
2
q
( 1)n k2 h1   hk;
where a() = (h1 > h2 >    > hk). Note that x = (a())=2, and if x 2 An does
not belong to the class of Sn parametrized by a(), then + (x) = 
 
 (x) = (x)=2.
Let q be a positive integer. To any  2 Pn, we associate its q-core (q) and its
q-quotient (q) = (1; : : : ; q); see for example [22, p. 17]. Recall that the map
(19)  7! ((q); (q))
is bijective. Define
(20) (q) =
 
(q); : : : ; (1)

:
Then by [22, Proposition 3.5], the q-core and q-quotient of  are (q) and 
(q)
respectively. In particular,
(21)  =  () (q) = (q) and (q) = (q):
3.2. p-blocks of An. The “Nakayama Conjecture” asserts that two irreducible
characters lie in the same p-block of Sn if and only if the partitions labeling them
have the same p-core; see [12, Theorem 6.1.21]. Hence, the p-blocks of Sn are
labeled by the p-cores of partitions of n. Such p-cores are called p-cores of n (or
of Sn). For a p-core  of n, we denote by B the corresponding p-block of Sn.
Moreover, we define the p-weight of  (or of B) by setting w = (n  jj)=p.
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Let  be a p-core of n. Then  is also a p-core of n, and Irr(B) = f 2
Irr(Sn) j(p) = g = Irr(B).
If  6= , then Irr(B) \ Irr(B) = ; and Irr(B) contains no self-conjugate
character. In particular, the p-blocks B and B cover a unique p-block b; ofAn,
which is such that Irr(b;) = f 2 Irr(An) j(p) = g = f 2 Irr(An) j(p) =
g.
Assume instead that  = . Suppose that w > 0. By Equation (19), there is a
partition  of n with p-core  and p-quotient ((w); ;; : : : ; ;). Furthermore,  6= 
by Equation (21) and  2 Irr(B). Hence,  restricts irreducibly to An, and [20,
Theorem 9.2] implies that B covers a unique p-block b of An.
If, on the other hand, w = 0, then Irr(B) = fg has defect zero. If n  1,
then An = Sn = f1g, and  =  is the trivial character. The case n = 2 does
not occur, because there are no self-conjugate partitions of size 2. If n  3, then
f+ g and f  g are p-blocks of defect zero of An.
3.3. Broué perfect isometries. Let q be a positive integer. For  2 Pn, we
denote by Mq() the set of  2 Pn q such that  is obtained from  by removing
a q-hook. (The definition of q-hooks, and the process to remove a q-hook from a
partition, is for example given in [22, p. 4, 5, 6]). Note that, if  2 Mq(), then
 2Mq().
For  2Mq(), we denote by c the q-hook of  such that  is obtained from 
by removing c. Define
(22)  = ( 1)L(c

);
where L(c) denotes the leglength of c (see for example [22, p. 4] for the definition
of the leglength of a hook).
Lemma 3.1. If q is an odd integer, then  = 

 .
Proof. First, note that c

 = (c

)
. In particular, the leg of c

 is the arm of c.
Hence, L(c) + L(c

) = q   1. Since q is odd, the result follows. 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that q is odd, and that  = . The set Mq() contains a
self-conjugate partition if and only if q 2 f1; : : : ; kg. In this case, Mq() contains
a unique self-conjugate partition , and  is such that  = nfqg.
Proof. Since  = , it follows from Equation (21) that i = (q i+1), where
(q) = (1; : : : ; q) is the q-quotient of . Moreover, by [22, Theorem 3.3] the
multipartitions of n   q obtained from (q) by removing any 1-hook are the q-
quotients of partitions of Mq(). In particular,  2 Mq() is self-conjugate if and
only if i = i for 1  i  (q   1)=2 and (q+1)=2 is a self-conjugate partition
obtained from (q+1)=2 by removing a 1-hook. However, when we remove a 1-hook
from a self-conjugate partition, the resulting partition is never a self-conjugate
partition, except if the removing box is a diagonal 1-hook. We now conclude with
the argument of the proof of [2, 3.4]. 
Assume  = . In the case that Mq() contains a (unique) self-conjugate
partition , then we write  =  (which is well-defined by Lemma 3.2). Let
; 0 2 Mq(). We write   0 if and only if 0 = , and we denote by M 0q()
a set of representatives modulo . Finally, for  2 Pn, we set () = 1 if  6= 
and () = 12 otherwise.
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Theorem 3.3. Let q an odd integer and  2 Pn. If  6= , then we write
 = 
+
 = 
 
 . Let  be a q-cycle with support fn   q + 1; : : : ; ng. Then for
 2 f1g and g 2 An q, we have
(g) =
X
2M0q()
6=
a(; ) (g) +
X
2Mq()
=
 
a(; 
+
 ) 
+
 (g) + a(

; 
 
 ) 
 
 (g)

;
where the complex numbers a(; 

) (  2 f1g) are defined as follows.
– If  6=  and  2Mq(), then a(; ) = ()( + ).
– If  6=  and  =2Mq(), then a(; ) = ().
– If  =  and  6= , then a(; ) = ().
– If  =  and  = , then a(; 


) = 12

 + 
p
( 1)(q 1)=2q

.
Proof. This is a consequence of Cliﬀord theory and the Murnaghan-Nakayama for-
mula in Sn. We only prove the last case for  = +1. Assume that  =  and that
g has cycle type . By Lemma 3.2, g 2 . Now, if  = (h1 > h2 >    > hk)
then
+ (g) =
1
2

(g)
q
( 1)n k2 h1   hk

;
=
X
f;gMq()
6=
1
2
( + 

)(g) +
X
2Mq()
 =2Mq() 6=
1
2
(g)
+
X
2Mq()
=
1
2
(
+
 (g) + 
 
 (g))
1
2
q
( 1)n k2 h1   hk;
If we write nfqg = (h01 >    > h0k 1), thenq
( 1)n k2 h1   hk =
q
( 1) q 12 q 
q
( 1) (n q) (k 1)2 h01   h0k 1;
=
q
( 1) q 12 q   +(g)   (g) :
The result follows. 
Remark 3.4. In the last proof, when  =  and  2 Pn q is not self-conjugate and
satisfies f; g Mq(), then a(; ) = , because, by Lemma 3.1,  =  .
For q1; q2 multiples of p, we define
(23) Mq1;q2() = f 2Mq2() j  2Mq1()g;
and M 0q1;q2() denotes a set of representatives modulo , where  is defined in a
similar way as before Theorem 3.3. Moreover, for  2 Mq1;q2(), we denote by
Pq1;q2  the set all of pairs (c ; c), where  2Mq1() and  2Mq2().
Theorem 3.5. Assume that q1 and q2 are even multiples of p. Let  = 12
be such that i is a qi-cycle (for 1  i  2), and the supports of 1 and 2 are
fn q1 q2+1; : : : ; n q2g and fn q2+1; : : : ; ng, respectively. Then for  2 f1g
and g 2 An q1 q2 ,
(g) =
X
2M0q1;q2 ()
6=
a(; ) (g)+
X
2Mq1;q2 ()
=
 
a(; 
+
 ) 
+
 (g) + a(

; 
 
 ) 
 
 (g)

;
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where the complex numbers a(; 

) ( 2 f1g) are defined as follows: if  6= 
and  2Mq1;q2(), then
a(; ) = ()
0B@ X
(c ;c

)2Pq1;q2 
( 1)L(c )+L(c) +
X
(c ;c

 )2P
q1;q2
 
( 1)L(c )+L(c )
1CA :
In all other cases, one has
a(; 

) = ()
X
(c ;c

)2Pq1;q2 
( 1)L(c )+L(c):
Proof. Apply twice the Murnaghan-Nakayama formula in Sn and conclude with
Cliﬀord theory. 
Let q be an integer. For  2 Pn and  2Mq(), we introduce the relative q-sign
q(; ) = q()q() as in [19, p. 62], where q() is the q-sign of  (see [19, §2]).
Lemma 3.6. Assume that q is odd. For any  2 Pn, one has q() = q().
Proof. Let k be the q-weight of . We construct a sequence of q-hooks c1; : : : ; ck
by choosing c1 to be a q-hook of  and ci to be a q-hook of nfc1; : : : ; ci 1g for
2  i  k, such that nfc1; : : : ; ckg = (q). Note that c1; : : : ; ck is a sequence of
q-hooks from  to (q). So, by [19, Corollary 2.3], q() = q(; 
(q)) and [19,
Proposition 2.2] yields
(24) q() = ( 1)L(c1)++L(ck) and q() = ( 1)L(c1)++L(ck):
Now, by the argument of Lemma 3.1, we deduce that L(ci)  L(ci ) mod 2 for
1  i  k, because q is odd. The result follows. 
Let  and 0 be two self-conjugate p-cores of Sn and Sm of the same p-weight
w > 0. We denote by b and b0 the corresponding p-blocks of An and Am,
respectively. Let  2 Pn be such that (p) = . By Equation (19), there is a unique
partition 	() 2 Pm such that 	()(p) = 0 and 	()(p) = (p). In particular, if we
denote by f the canonical bijection between the set of hooks of length divisible by
p in  and the set of hooks in (p) as in [19, Proposition 3.1], then for any integer
q divisible by p and  2Mq(), we have
(25) f
 
c

= f

c
	()
	()

;
where 	 : Pn q ! Pm q is defined as above. Moreover, [19, Corollary 3.4] gives
(26) ( 1)L(c) = ( 1)L(f(c))p(; ):
Lemma 3.7. Let  and 	() be as above. For any multiple q of p and  2Mq()
such that  6= , we have 	() 6= 	(). Moreover,  2 Mq() if and only if
	() 2Mq(	()). In this case, 	() = 	().
Proof. This is a consequence of [19, Proposition 3.1] and of [22, Proposition 3.5]. 
Proposition 3.8. Assume p is odd and keep the notation as above. We have
p()p()a


p()
 ; 
p()


= p(	())p(	())a


p(	())
	() ; 
p(	())
	()

:
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Proof. Let E be the set of partitions of n with p-core . Since  is self-conjugate, by
Equation (21),  2 E is self-conjugate if and only if its p-quotient is self-conjugate.
The same holds for 0 and 	() 2 E0 . In particular, for  2 E , we have
() = (	()):
Let q1 and q2 be even multiples of p. With the notation of Theorem 3.5, for any
partition  2Mq1;q2(), if (c ; c) 2 Pq1;q2  , then Equations (25) and (26) give
p(; )( 1)L(c )+L(c) = p(; )( 1)L(f(c ))+L(f(c))p(; )p(; )
= p()p()( 1)L(f(c ))+L(f(c))p()p()p()p()
= ( 1)L(f(c ))+L(f(c))
= ( 1)L

f(c
	()
	()
)

+L

f(c
	()
	()
)

= p(	();	())( 1)L

c
	()
	()

+L

c
	()
	()

:
Now, using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, we deduce that, if  6=  and  2 Mq1;q2(),
then
p(; )a(
p()
 ; ) = p(	();	())a(
p(	())
	() ; 	()):
Note : Lemma 3.6 is used only when we apply the above computations to evaluate
p(; )( 1)L(c

 )+L(c

 ); at the second line, we get a term p()p(), which is
thus 1. In the same way, a term p(	())p(	()) disappears at the end.
We conclude similarly for the other cases appearing in Theorem 3.5 and for the
coeﬃcients appearing in Theorem 3.3, except for  =  and  = . In this last
case, first note that 	() = 	(). Moreover,
a(; 


) =
1
2

 + 
q
( 1)(q 1)=2q

= p()p()p(	())p(	())
1
2


	()
	()
+p()p()p(	())p(	())
q
( 1)(q 1)=2q

= p()p(	())p()p(	())a


p()p(	())
	() ; 
p()p(	())
	()

:
as required. 
Theorem 3.9. Let p be an odd prime. Assume that  and 0 are self-conjugate
p-cores of Sn and Sm respectively, and of same p-weight w > 0. Let b and b0 be
the corresponding p-blocks of An and Am. Define, for all  2 E and  2 f1g,
(27) I : C Irr(b)! C Irr(b0);  7! p()p(	())p()p(	())	() :
Then I is a Broué perfect isometry.
Proof. First, we prove that An has an MN-structure. Let S be the set of elements
of An with cycle decomposition 1   r (where we only indicate non-trivial cycles)
such that each i is a cycle of length divisible by p. We remark that when i has
even length, there is j 6= i such that j has even length (because 1   r 2 An).
Moreover, S contains 1 and is stable by An-conjugation. Let C be the set of p-
regular elements of An. Now take any  2 An. Using the cycle decomposition of
, there are unique elements S 2 S and C 2 C with disjoint support such that
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 = SC = CS . In particular, Definition 2.5(1) and (2) hold. Denote by J
the support of S , J = f1; : : : ; ngnJ and define GS = AJ . Then GS satisfies
Definition 2.5(3). Write 
 for the set of partitions of the form p   such that
– There is some i  n such that p   is a partition of i.
– The number of even parts of  is even. In particular, we choose the notation
such that  = (1; : : : ; k) with jj = 1 +   + k and there is 1  r  k
with i even for 1  i  r and i odd for i > r.
Note that each partition of 
 labels either one An-conjugacy class of S or two
classes. Denote by  the set of parameters for the An-classes of S obtained by
this process. The elements of  will be denoted p  b, with b =  when p   2 

labels a unique class of S, and b 2 f+;  g when p   labels two classes of S.
The notation is chosen as in Equation (18). For p  b 2 , we assume that the
representative b = b1   bk of the An-class labeled by p  b in An satisfies that
the cycle bi has support f1+Pj<i pj ; : : : ;Pji pjg. Moreover, when p  labels
two classes of An, we assume that +i =  i for every 2  i  k, and +1 and  1
are representatives of the Ap1 -classes labeled by p  +1 and p   1 , respectively.
In particular, bi has length p  i and the support of b is f1; : : : ; pjjg. Hence,
G b = An pjj.
Now, we denote by 
0 the subset of partitions p   2 
 such that jj  w,
and by 0 the corresponding subset of . For p   2 
0, define rb : C Irr(b) !
C Irr(b(An pjj)) by applying iteratively Theorem 3.3 with  = bi when i is odd
and Theorem 3.5 with  = bibi+1 when i and i+1 are even. By Theorems 3.3
and 3.5, Definition 2.5(4) holds. This proves that An has an MN-structure with
respect to b and the set of p-regular elements of An. Let  2 E . Then rb( )(g) =
 (bg), and for p  b 2 n0, the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule in Sn and Cliﬀord
theory imply that  (bg) = 0 except, maybe, when  =  and b g is in the class
of Sn labeled by a(). In this last case,  has more than w diagonal hooks with
length divisible by p, contradicting the fact that  has p-weight w. This proves
that, if p  b =2 0, then rb = 0.
We define similarly an MN-structure for Am with respect to b0 and the set of
p-regular elements of Am. We denote by 
0, 
00, 0 and 00 the corresponding sets.
Note that 
0 = 
00.
There are two cases to consider. First, assume that j0j = j00j. In fact, this
case occurs if and only if 0 = 00, because 
0 = 
00.
Now, we will prove that Theorem 2.10(2) holds. Let p  b 2 0. Write  =
(1; : : : ; k) and r as above. Set qi = pjij for 1  i  k. For i > r, write
xi = qi, and for 1  i  r=2, write xi = fq2i 1; q2ig. We also set s = n   r=2.
For 1  i  s, define Mx1;:::;xi() = f 2 Mxi() j  2 Mx1;:::;xi 1()g (recall that
Mxi() is defined as in Equation (23) when xi has two elements).
Let  2 Irr(b). There are  2 E and  2 f1g such that  = p() (with
the convention, as above, that if  6= , then + =  =   ). Then we set
p() = p() and 	() = 
p(	())
	() 2 Irr(b0). We have
(28) rb() = X
#2Irr(b(n pjj))
a(; #)#;
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where b(n  pjj) denotes the union of p-blocks of An pjj covered by the p-block
B of Sn pjj labeled by . By §3.2, b(n   pjj) is a p-block of An pjj, except
when jj > 2 and jj = w. In this last case, it is a union of two p-blocks f+ g
and f  g of defect zero. Similarly, we denote by b0(m   pjj) the union of p-
blocks of Am pjj covered by the p-block of B0 of Sm pjj labeled by 0. Define
I : C Irr(b(n  pjj))! C Irr(b0(m  pjj)) as in Equation (27). Note that
(29) a(; #) =
X
#1;:::;#s 1
a(#0; #1)a(#1; #2)    a(#s 1; #s);
where #0 = , #s = #, and the sum runs over the set of #1; : : : ; #s 1 such that for
each 1  i  s, there are i 2 Mx1;:::;xi() and i 2 f1g such that #i = ip(i)i .
Since
p()p(#) = (p()p(#1))  (p(#1)p(#2))    (p(#s 1)p(#));
and thanks to Proposition 3.8, we deduce that
p()p(#)a(; #) =
X
p(#0)p(#1)a(#0; #1)   
   p(#s 1)p(#s)a(#s 1; #s)
=
X
p(	(#0))p(	(#1))a(	(#0);	(#1))   
   p(	(#s 1))p(	(#s))a(	(#s 1);	(#s))
= p(	())p(	(#))a(	();	(#)):
(30)
In particular, one has
p()p(	())a(	();	(#)) = p(#)p(	(#)) a(; #);
and it follows that
r
b(I()) = p()p(	())rb(	());
=
X
#2Irr(b(n pjj))
p()p(	())a(	();	(#))	(#);
=
X
#2Irr(b(n pjj))
p(#)p(	(#))a(; #)	(#);
=
X
#2Irr(b(n pjj))
a(; #) Ib(#);
= Ib(rb()):
(31)
Note : Assume H is a normal subgroup of G and the MN-structure of H comes
from Cliﬀord theory. Then the Ex;y for G have all size 1 and the Ex;y for H have
size dividing this size for G multiplied by [G : H]. Since here this index is 2, and
since p is odd, condition (iii) of Theorem 2.20 holds.
Note that the groups G b and G00b have an MN-structure with respect to
(b(n  pjj); C \G b ) and (b00(m  pjj); C \G00b );
respectively. Applying the previous computations to G b = An pjj and G00b =
Am pjj, we conclude that the condition (2) of Theorem 2.10 holds for Ib . Now,
Remark 2.11 gives the condition (3) of Theorem 2.10 for I. On the other hand, by
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construction, assumption (ii) of Theorem 2.20 holds. The result then follows from
Theorems 2.10 and 2.20.
Assume now that j0j 6= j00j. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that
j0j > j00j. This means that 00 = 
0. Since 0  
0, there is p   2 
0 such
that (p  ; 1jj) 2 Dn \ On. This p   also belongs to 00 and since 0 = 
0, p  
labels a unique conjugacy class of Am, i.e. (p  ; 1j0j) =2 Dm \ Om. This happens
if and only if j0j  2. (In fact, j0j  3 because 0 is self-conjugate.) Since 0 is
self-conjugate, it labels two irreducible characters +0 and 
 
0 of Am pw. Similarly,
0 6= 
0 implies that jj  1. Note that in this case, although  is self-conjugate,
the restriction of  from S1 (or S0) to A1 (or A0) is irreducible (because it is the
trivial character of the trivial group). Let p   be in 
0.
Suppose that jj < w or that jj = w and (p ; 1jj) =2 Dn\On. Then p  2 0.
The same computation as in Equation (31) gives
(32) rb  I = I  rb :
Suppose now that jj = w and (p ; 1jj) 2 Dn\On. Then p  parametrizes two
classes of S and one class of S0. Moreover, j Irr(b(n  pw))j = 1 and j Irr(b0(m 
pw))j = 2. Denote by G+ and G  two copies of the trivial group, and set
Irr(G) = f1g. In particular, r(Cb) = C Irr(G). Define I : C Irr(G+)
C Irr(G )  ! C Irr(b0(m  wp)) by setting
(33) I(1+) = +0 and I(1 ) = 
 
0 :
Let  be the self-conjugate partition of n whose diagonal hook lengths are the
parts of the partition (p  ; 1jj). By [2, 3.4], the p-quotient of  satisfies i = ;
if i 6= (p + 1)=2 and (p+1)=2 = 0, where 0 is the partition of w such that
a(0) = . By the definition of 	, the partition 	() of m has the same p-quotient
as . Thus, the proof of [2, 3.4] also implies that 	() has the same diagonal hook
lengths divisible by p as , and the other diagonal hooks of 	() have p0-length. In
particular, a(	()) has p  as a subpartition (corresponding exactly to those of the
parts of a(	()) that are divisible by p). On the other hand, the Sm-class labeled
by a(	()) splits into two Am-classes with representatives 0+ and 0 , where
the cycle type of 0 is p, and the p-regular elements + and   are representatives
of the split classes of Am pjj labeled by a(0)+ and a(0) , respectively.
Let 1 = , `() =  and the i’s be partitions such that 1  2      
`(), where i is obtained from i 1 by removing the diagonal hook of length pi.
Since L(ci 1i ) = L(c
	(i 1)
	(i)
) for every 1  i  `()   1, Equations (25) and (26)
give p(i; i+1) = p(	(i);	(i+1)) and it follows from [19, Corollary 2.3] that
(34) p() =
`() 1Y
i=1
p(i; i+1) =
`() 1Y
i=1
p(	(i);	(i+1)) = p(	()):
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Now, by [7, Theorem 11], we have
r(	()) = r

 
p()p(	())	()

= r  I()
= I  r()
= (x)I(1f1g)
= (x)0 ;
where x denotes a representative of the Sn-class labeled by (p  ; 1jj). Further-
more, Cliﬀord theory gives
(35) r

+	()

+ r

 	()

= (x)

+0 + 
 
0

;
For 1  i  `(), write qi = pi. Then we have
( 1) 12 (n `((p;1jj)) = ( 1) 12 (pw `())
and the product of the parts of (p  ; 1jj) is q1 : : : q`(). Thus, Theorem 3.3 gives
r(+	())  r( 	()) =
q
( 1) 12
P
(qi 1)q1    q`()

+0    0

= 2y

+0    0

;
(36)
because
P
(qi   1) = pw   `(). So, we deduce from Equations (35) and (36) that
(37) r(	()) = (x + y)
+
0 + (x   y) 0 :
Furthermore, one has
(38) r
+
() = (x + y)1+ and r
 () = (x   y)1  :
Hence, Equations (33), (34), (37) and (38) give
I

r
+
() + r
 ()

= r (I()) :
Let now  6=  be with p-core . Since () = ()(x), we derive from [7,
Theorem 11] and Cliﬀord theory that I(r
+
() + r
 ()) = r
(I()). Finally,
we obtain
(39) I  (r+ + r ) = r  I:
Using Equations (32) and (39), Remark 2.11 holds. Hence, the condition (2.b) of
Theorem 2.10 is automatic for Ib with jj < w, and is true for I with jj = w
(because the characters 1 and 0 have defect zero). We remark that in the last
case, with the notation of Theorem 2.10, one has J
 1 = I .
Write A and B for the sets of partitions  2 
0 such that  = b and  6= b,
respectively. Now, following step by step the proof of Theorem 2.10, we obtainbI(x; x0) =X
2A
X
2b
e()(x)l
0
(J


 1())(x0)
+
X
2B
X
2f+; g
e(1)(x)l
0
(J


 1(1)(x
0);
(40)
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where b (for  2 A)) is the basis constructed from the set of irreducible Brauer
characters in the p-block b(n   pjj) as in Remark 2.9. Since an analogue of
Remark 2.12 holds, we conclude as in Theorem 2.20. 
Theorem 3.10. Let p be an odd prime. Assume that  and 0 are non self-
conjugate p-cores of Sn and Sm respectively, of same p-weight w > 0. Let b;
and b0;0 be the corresponding p-blocks of An and Am. Let
I : C Irr(b;)! C Irr(b0;0);  7! p()p(	())	():
Then I is a Broué perfect isometry.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.9. We use the same MN-structure.
In a sense, this case is easier, because every irreducible character in Irr(b;) is the
restriction of a character of Sn. Hence, the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for Sn
directly gives the result. 
Theorem 3.11. Let  and 0 be 2-blocks of An and Am of the same positive weight.
Then I defined as in Equation (27) is a Broué perfect isometry.
Proof. The MN-structure is defined as in the case where p is odd, and one always
has that 0 = 
0 = 00. Note that I satisfies the assumption of Remark 2.21. Only
the situation of Theorem 3.5 occurs. The result of Proposition 3.8 still holds, but
the simplifications explained in the note within the proof are diﬀerent. For any
2-hook c, one has L(c) + L(c)  1 mod 2. In particular, for any  2 Mq1;q2(),
we deduce from Equation (24) that
2()2(
) = ( 1)r = 2(	())2(	());
where r is the number of 2-hooks to remove from  to get to (2) (this is also the
number of 2-hooks we have to remove from 	() to obtain 	()(2)). The rest of
the proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.9. 
4. Double covering groups of the symmetric and alternating groups
In this section, we will consider the double covering group eSn (for a positive
integer n) of the symmetric group Sn defined byeSn = 
z; ti; 1  i  n  1 j z2 = 1; t2i = z; (titi+1)3 = z; (titj)2 = z (ji  jj  2) :
The group eSn and its representation theory were first studied by I. Schur in [26],
and, unless otherwise specified, we always refer to [26] for details or proofs.
We recall that we have the following exact sequence
1! h z i ! eSn ! Sn ! 1:
We denote by  : eSn ! Sn the natural projection. Note that for every  2 Sn,
we have  1() = fe; zeg, where e 2 eSn is such that (e) = .
If we set eAn =  1(An);
then eAn is the double covering group of the alternating group An.
Throughout this section, we fix an odd prime p.
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4.1. Conjugacy classes and spin characters of eSn. If x; y 2 eSn are eSn-
conjugate, then (x) and (y) are Sn-conjugate. Let ;  2 Sn. Choose e; e 2 eSn
such that (e) =  and (e) =  . Suppose that  and  are Sn-conjugate. Thene is eSn-conjugate to e or to ze (possibly both). Hence, each conjugacy class C of
Sn gives rise to either one or two conjugacy classes of eSn, according to whethere and ze are conjugate or not (here,  lies in C and e is as above). In the first
case, we say that the class is non-split , and, in the second case, that it is split. The
split classes of eSn are characterized as follows. Recall that the conjugacy classes
of Sn are labeled by the set Pn of partitions of n. Write On for the set of  2 Pn
such that all parts of  have odd length, and Dn for the set of  2 Pn with distinct
parts. The partitions in Dn are called bar partitions. Denote by D+n (respectively
D n ) the subset of Dn consisting of all partitions  2 Dn such that the number of
parts of  with an even length is even (respectively odd). Schur proved (see [26,
§7])
Proposition 4.1. The split conjugacy classes of eSn are those classes C such that
(C) is labeled by On [ D n .
We set si = (i; i + 1) 2 Sn. Then for every 1  i  n   1, we have (ti) = si.
For  = (1; : : : ; k) 2 Pn, write s for a representative of the class of Sn labeled
by . If s = s1    sk is the cycle decomposition (with disjoint supports) of s,
then we assume that the support of si is
(41)
8<:1 +X
j<i
j ; : : : ;
X
ji
j
9=; :
Now, for any  2 Pn, we make the same choice of Schur [26, §11] for a repre-
sentative t 2 eSn such that (t) = s. So, when  2 On [ D n , the elements
t and zt are representatives of the two split classes of eSn labeled by . We
denote by C+ (respectively C  ) the conjugacy class of t (respectively zt) in eSn.
It will also sometimes be convenient to write t+ for t, and t  for zt. When
 2 Pn n (On [ D n ), the elements t and zt belong to the same conjugacy class
C of eSn. In all cases, an element g (or an eSn-class C) is said to be of type  if
the Sn-class of (g) (respectively of (g) for any g 2 C) is labeled by .
Note that if  = (1; : : : ; k) 2 Pn, then the construction of [26, III p. 172]
implies that
(42) t = t1    tk :
Convention 4.2. Let  = (1; : : : ; k) 2 Pn. In the following, we do not neces-
sarily assume as usual that 1      k. Instead, we assume that the parts of 
are ordered in such a way that 1      u and u+1      k, where u is such
that u+1; : : : ; k are exactly the odd parts of  which are divisible by p (if there is
no such part in , then u = k).
We are now interested in the set of irreducible complex characters of eSn. Any
irreducible (complex) character of eSn with z in its kernel is simply lifted from an
irreducible character of the quotient Sn. Any other irreducible character  of eSn
is called a spin character , and it satisfies (z) =  (1). In particular, for any spin
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character  and any  2 Pn, one has (zt) =  (t), which implies that  vanishes
on the non-split conjugacy classes of eSn.
Define " = sgn  , where sgn is the sign character of Sn. Note that eAn = ker(").
Then " is a linear (irreducible) character of eSn, and for any spin character  of eSn,
"
  is a spin character (because "
(z) =  "
(1)). A spin character  is said
to be self-associate if " = . Otherwise,  and " are called associate characters.
It follows that, if  is self-associate and  2 D n , then (t) = 0 = (zt).
In [26], Schur proved that the spin characters of eSn are, up to association, labeled
by Dn. More precisely, he showed that every  2 D+n indexes a self-associate spin
character , and every  2 D n a pair (+ ;   ) of associate spin characters. In this
case, we will sometimes write  for + , so that 
 
 = ".
For any partition  = (1; : : : ; k) of n (where we don’t include 0 parts), we set
jj = Pi and we define the length `() of  by `() = k. If  is furthermore
a bar partition (i.e. if the parts of  are pairwise distinct), then we set () =
( 1)jj `(). With this notation, we then have (see e.g. [22, p. 45])
(43)  2 D()n :
If () = 1, then  is said to be even; otherwise, it is said to be odd .
Schur proved in [26] that, whenever  = (1; : : : ; k) 2 D n , the labeling can be
chosen in such a way that, for any  2 D n , we have
(44) + (t) = i
n k+1
2
r
1 : : : k
2
:
Writing z for the product 1 : : : k, we therefore have, for any  2 D n ,
(45)
+ (t) = 
 
 (zt) = i
n r+1
2
r
z
2
and + (zt) = 
 
 (t) =  i
n r+1
2
r
z
2
:
Finally, for any  2 On, we have
+ (t) = 
 
 (t) and 
+
 (zt) = 
 
 (zt):
4.2. Conjugacy classes and spin characters of eAn. We also write  : eAn ! An
for the restriction of  to eAn. As above, the type of g 2 eAn is the partition encoding
the cycle structure of (g). As above, there is a notion of split classes with respect
to . Such classes will be called An-split in the following. On the other hand, sinceeAn is a subgroup of eSn with index 2, every eSn-class contained in eAn is either a
single eAn-class or a union of two eAn-classes. In the second case, the eAn-classes will
be called eSn-split classes. By [26, p. 176], we have
Proposition 4.3. Assume n  2. The An-split classes of eAn are the classes whose
elements have type  2 D+n [ On.
Remark 4.4. Let t 2 eAn be with support contained in X = fk; k + 1; : : : ; k + lg
for some 1  k < n and 1  l with k + l  n. Let 1  i  n   1 be such that
fi; i + 1g \ X = ;. Then t and ti commute. Indeed, since "(t) = 1, there are
integers k  j1; : : : ; j2r  k + l   1 such that t = tj1    tj2r . Furthermore, we have
ji  juj  2 for all 1  u  2r. Hence, titu = ztu and tit = z2rt = t, as required.
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Assume n  2. Let  2 D+n [On. If  =2 D+n \On, then  labels two classes D+
and D  of eAn. We assume that t defined above lies in D+ , so that representatives
for D+ and D  are + = t and   = zt.
Otherwise, if  2 D+n \On, then  labels four An-classes (that are An-split andeSn-split simultaneously). Write  = (1; : : : ; k) with respect to Convention 4.2,
and o1 = z
21 1
8 t1 . According to [26, footnote (*), p. 179], o1 has odd order.
Furthermore, we assume that the support of sj is as in Equation (41). So, t1 2 eS1 .
Since 1 2 D+1 \ O1 , the elements o1 and t1o1 are not eA1 -conjugate. Now, we
get ++ = tk    t2o1 and
(46) +  =
t1++ ; 
 +
 = z
++
 and 
  
 = z
+ 
 :
So, ++ ,  + , +  and    belong to 4 distinct eAn-classes, labeled D++ , D + ,
D+  and D   respectively. Note that t1tj = tj for j > 1 by Remark 4.4. In
particular, one has +  = tk    t2 t1o1 .
We can now describe the irreducible complex characters of eAn. These are given
by using Cliﬀord’s Theory between eSn and the subgroup eAn of index 2. All the
irreducible components of the restrictions to eAn of non-spin characters of eSn have
z in their kernel, whence are non-spin characters of eAn. They are exactly the
irreducible characters of eAn lifted from those of An.
We now turn to spin characters (which are the irreducible components of the
restrictions to eAn of the spin characters of eSn).
First consider  2 D n . Then  labels two associated spin characters + and  
of eSn, which have the same restriction to eAn. The restriction
(47)  = Res
eSneAn (+ ) = ReseSneAn (  )
is an irreducible spin character of eAn, and its only non-zero values are taken on
elements of type belonging to On.
Now consider  2 D+n . Then  labels a single spin character  of eSn, and
Res
eSneAn () = + +  , where + and   are two conjugate irreducible spin characters
of eAn. Throughout, the characters + and   are also called associate characters.
These only diﬀer on elements of type . Following Schur [26, p. 236], we have,
writing  for the diﬀerence character of  (which is not well-defined, but just up
to a sign), that
(48) (t) =

in `()2 pz if t has type ,
0 otherwise,
where z is defined after Equation (44).
We will now make the notation precise. We distinguish two cases. Suppose first
that  2 D+n nOn. Then + and   are completely defined by setting  = +   
and (+ ) = i
n `()
2
p
z, where + is the representative of D
+
 as above. Note
that, using Equation (48) and   = z
+
 , we deduce that (
 
 ) =  i
n `()
2
p
z.
Since, for  2 f 1; 1g,
(49)  =
1
2

Res
eSneAn () + 

;
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and (t) = 0 (because C is a non-split class of eSn), we obtain
(50) + (

 ) =
1
2
(

 ) and 
 
 (

 ) =
1
2
(

 ) =  
1
2
(

 ):
And, on any element  of type  6=  of eAn, we have
(51) + () = 
 
 () =
1
2
():
Now suppose that  2 D+n \ On. Again, we completely define + and   by
setting  = +     and (++ ) = i
n `()
2
p
z. Note that this does define
, and thus + and 
 
 by Equation (49), since we have (
 +
 ) =  (++ )
because  + = z
++
 , and (
+ 
 ) =  (++ ) by Cliﬀord theory, because the
elements +  and 
++
 are eSn-conjugate, and + and   are eSn-conjugate. Finally,
on any element  of type  6=  of eAn, Equation (51) holds.
4.3. Combinatorics of bar partitions. We just saw that the spin characters ofeSn and eAn are labeled by the set Dn of bar partitions of n. We now present some
of the combinatorial notions and properties we will need to study the characters
and blocks of these groups. For all of these, and unless otherwise specified, we refer
to [22]. Note that, in this subsection and the next, where we only describe the
standard combinatorics associated to bar partition and spin blocks, the parts of
partitions and bar partitions are again ordered in decreasing order.
Let  = (1; : : : ; r) 2 Dn with 1 >    > r > 0. For 1  i  r, consider the
set
Ji; = (f1; : : : ; ig [ fi + j j j > ig) nfi   j j j > ig:
The multiset B() = Sri=1 Ji; is the multiset of bar lengths of , which will play a
role analogous to that played by hook lengths for partitions.
The shifted tableau S() of  is obtained from the usual Young diagram of  by
shifting the ith row i   1 positions to the right, and writing in the nodes of the
ith row the elements of Ji; in decreasing order. The jth node in the ith row of
S() will be called the (i; j)-node of S(). Write ai;j for the integer lying in the
(i; j)-node of S(). As in the case of hooks, we can associate to this node a bar bi;j
of  whose length is ai;j . The construction goes as follows. If i + j  r + 2, then
bi;j is the usual (i; j)-hook of S(). If i+ j = r+1, then bi;j is the ith row of S().
Finally, if i+ j  r, then bi;j is the union of the ith row together with the jth row
of S(). In all cases, one checks that ai;j is exactly the number of nodes in bi;j , and
is therefore called the bar length of bi;j . We can also define the leg length L(bi;j) of
the bar bi;j by setting
L(bi;j) =
 jfk ji > k > i   ai;jgj if i+ j  r + 1;
i+j + jfk ji > k > i+jgj if i+ j  r:
As for hooks, it is always possible to remove any bar b from S(). If b has bar
length a, then this operation produces a new bar partition, written  n b, of size
n  a.
Let q be an odd integer. We call q-bar (respectively (q)-bar) any bar b of 
whose length is q (respectively divisible by q). Note that, for any positive integer
k, the removal of a kq-bar can be achieved by succesively removing k bars of length
q (this fails when q is even). By removing all the (q)-bars in , one obtains the
q-core (q) of . One can show that (q) is independent on the order in which one
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removes q-bars from . In particular, the total number wq() of q-bars to remove
from  to get to (q) is uniquely defined by  and q, and called the q-weight of .
Note that wq() is also equal to the number of (q)-bars in .
It is also possible to define the q-quotient (q) of , which contains the informa-
tion about all the (q)-bars in  (see [22, p. 28]). We have (q) = (0; 1; : : : ; e),
where e = (q  1)=2, 0 is a bar partition, and the i’s are partitions for 1  i  e.
For any integer k, we define a k-bar b0 of (q) = (0; 1; : : : ; e) to be either a
k-bar of 0, or a k-hook of i for some 1  i  e. The removal of b0 from (q) is
then defined accordingly, and the resulting q-quotient is denoted by (q) n b0. The
leg length L(b0) is also defined in a natural manner. We then have the following
fundamental result (see [22, Proposition 4.2, Theorem 4.3])
Theorem 4.5. Let q be an odd integer. Then a bar partition  determines and is
uniquely determined by its q-core (q) and its q-quotient (q). Moreover, there is a
canonical bijection g between the set of (q)-bars of  and the set of bars of (q), such
that, for each integer k, the image of a kq-bar of  is a k-bar of (q). Furthermore,
for the removal of corresponding bars, we have
(nb)(q) = (q)ng(b):
Note that the above theorem provides a (canonical) bijection between the set of
parts of  with length divisible by q and the set of parts of 0 (see [22, Corollary
(4.6)]).
Theorem 4.5 also implies that the q-weight wq() of  satisfies wq() =
Pe
i=0 jij
(we say that (q) is a q-quotient of size j(q)j = wq()), and that jj = j(q)j+qwq()
(see [22, Corollary 4.4]). In addition, if we write, in analogy with bar partitions,
((q)) = ( 1)j(q)j `(0) = ( 1)wq() `(0), then we obtain that
(52) () = ((q))((q)):
When we introduce analogues of the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for spin charac-
ters later on, we will also need to use the relative sign for bar partitions introduced
by Morris and Olsson in [19]. Given an odd integer q, one can associate in a canon-
ical way to each bar partition  a sign q(). If  is a bar partition obtained from
 by removing a sequence of q-bars, then we define the relative sign q(; ) by
(53) q(; ) = q()q():
It is then possible to prove the following results (see [19, Proposition (2.5), Corollary
(2.6), Corollary (3.8)]):
Theorem 4.6. Let  and  be bar partitions, and q be an odd integer.
(i) If  is obtained from  by removing a sequence of q-bars with leg lengths
L1; : : : ; Ls, then
q(; ) = ( 1)
Ps
i=1 Li :
In particular, the parity of
Ps
i=1 Li does not depend on the choice of q-bars
being removed in going from  to .
(ii) If  is a q-core, then q() = 1, so that
q() = q(; (q)):
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(iii) If b is a (q)-bar in  and  =  n b, then
( 1)L(b) = ( 1)L(g(b))q(; );
where g is the bijection introduced in Theorem 4.5.
4.4. Spin blocks of eSn and eAn; Bijections. We now describe the blocks of irre-
ducible characters of eSn and eAn, as well as bijections between them. Throughout
this section, we assume that q is an odd prime (even though all the combinatorial
arguments hold for any odd q).
If B is any q-block of eSn, then B contains either no or only spin characters. In
the former case, B coincides with a q-block of Sn; in the latter, we say that B is a
spin block . The distribution of spin characters into spin blocks was first conjectured
by Morris. It was first proved by J. F. Humphreys in [11], then diﬀerently by M.
Cabanes, who also determined the structure of the defect groups of spin blocks (see
[3]).
Similarly, any q-block B of eAn contains either no spin character, and coincides
with a q-block of An, or only spin characters, and is then called a spin block.
The spin blocks of eSn and eAn are described by the following:
Theorem 4.7. Let  and  be two spin characters of eSn, or two spin characters
of eAn, labeled by bar partitions  and  respectively, and let q be an odd prime.
Then  is of q-defect 0 (and thus alone in its q-block) if and only if  is a q-core. If
 is not a q-core, then  and  belong to the same q-block if and only if (q) = (q).
One can therefore define the q-core of a spin block B and its q-weight wq(B),
as well as its sign (B) = ((q)) (for any bar partition  labeling some character
 2 B).
One sees that the spin q-blocks of positive weight (or defect) of eSn can be paired
with those of eAn. The spin characters in any such q-block of eAn are exactly the
irreducible components of the spin characters of a q-block of eSn.
We can now define bijections between diﬀerent blocks of possibly diﬀerent groups.
Let w > 0 be any integer, and let Qw be the set of q-quotients of size w. For any
q-core , we let E;w be the set of bar partitions  of length jj+qw with wq() = w
and (q) = , and we denote by B;w and B;w the spin q-blocks of eSjj+qw andeAjj+qw respectively labeled by . Note that the characters in B;w and those in
B;w are labeled by the partitions in E;w. Note also that
	 :

E;w  ! Qw
 7 ! (q)
is a bijection. It provides us with the following:
Lemma 4.8. Let q be an odd prime, w > 0 be any integer, and  and 0 be any
q-cores. Define the bijection
	 = 	 10 	 : E;w  ! E0;w:
(i) If () = (0), then 	 induces bijections e	 between B;w and B0;w, and e	
between B;w and B0;w.
(ii) If () =  (0), then 	 induces bijections e	 between B;w and B0;w, ande	 between B;w and B0;w.
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Proof. This follows easily from the definition of 	 and formula (52), which gives
that, for any  2 E;w and  2 E0;w, we have () = ()(	()) and () =
(0)(	0()). We therefore have (taking  to be 	())
(	()) = (0)(	0(	()) = (0)(	0(	 10 (	()))) = (
0)(	());
so that (	()) = (0)(	()) and, finally,
() = ()(0)(	()) for any  2 E;w:
This means that, if () = (0), then any  2 E;w labels the same numbers
of spin characters in eSjj+qw and eAjj+qw as 	() does in eSj0j+qw and eAj0j+qw
respectively. If, on the other hand, () =  (0), then  labels label the same
numbers of spin characters in eSjj+qw and eAjj+qw as 	() does in eAj0j+qw andeSj0j+qw respectively.
We obtain the following description for the bijections e	 and e	:
(i) If () = (0), then, for any ;  2 E;w with () = 1 and () =  1,
e	 :   7 ! 	()f+ ;   g 7 ! f+	();  	()g and e	 :
 f+ ;   g 7 ! f+	();  	()g
 7 ! 	()
(ii) If () =  (0), then, for any ;  2 E;w with () = 1 and () =  1,
e	 :   7 ! 	()f+ ;   g 7 ! f+	();  	()g and e	 :
 f+ ;   g 7 ! f+	();  	()g
 7 ! 	()

4.5. Morris’ Recursion Formula and MN-structures for eSn and eAn. First,
for the convenience of the reader, we prove the following useful lemma.
Lemma 4.9. Let  2 Sn be an element of odd order. Then the set  1() has an
element of odd order.
Proof. Let g 2  1(), so that  1() = fg; zgg, and let d be the order of . Since
(gd) = (g)d = d = 1, we obtain gd 2 f1; zg. If gd = 1, then the order of g is
odd. Otherwise, gd = z, and (zg)d = zdgd = z2 = 1 because d is odd. Thus zg has
odd order, as required. 
In the following, if  2 Sn has odd order, then we denote by o the element of
 1() with odd order.
A. O. Morris was the first to prove a recursion formula, similar to the Murnaghan-
Nakayama Rule, for computing the values of spin characters of eSn (see [17] and
[18]). This formula was then made more general by M. Cabanes in [3]. We have
the following:
Theorem 4.10. [3, Theorem 20] Let n  2 be an integer, q 2 f2; : : : ; ng be an
odd integer, and  a q-cycle of Sn with support fn  q + 1; : : : ; ng. Let  be a bar
partition of n. If () = 1, then we write  = + = 
 
 . Then x = o satisfies
CeSn(x) = eSn q  hxi and, for all g 2 eSn q,
(54) + (xg) =
X
2Mq()
()=1
a(+ ; )(g)+
X
2Mq()
()= 1
(a(+ ; 
+
 )
+
 (g)+ a(
+
 ; 
 
 )
 
 (g));
where Mq() is the set of bar partitions of n   q which can be obtained from  by
removing a q-bar, and a(+ ; 
+
 ); a(
+
 ; 
 
 ) 2 C are the following:
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– if () = 1, then a(+ ; ) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 ,
– if () =  1 and  6=  n fqg, then a(+ ; + ) = a(+ ;   ) = 12 ( 1)
q2 1
8 ,
– if () =  1 and  =  n fqg, then a(+ ; + ) = 12 ( 1)
q2 1
8 ( + i
q 1
2
p
q)
and a(+ ; 
 
 ) =
1
2 ( 1)
q2 1
8 (   i
q 1
2
p
q).
The ’s are the coeﬃcient found by Morris in his recursion formula (see [18,
Theorem 2]). They are given by
 = ( 1)L(b)2m(b);
where L(b) is the leg length of the q-bar b removed from  to get , and
m(b) =

1 if () = 1 and () =  1;
0 otherwise:
Remark 4.11. Note that, with the notation of Theorem 4.10, since   (xg) =
"+ (xg), and since, with a slight abuse of notation, "(xg) = "(g) (as q is odd and
x = o), we can also write
(55)   (xg) =
X
2Mq()
()=1
a(  ; )(g) +
X
2Mq()
()= 1
a(  ; 
+
 )
+
 (g) + a(
 
 ; 
 
 )
 
 (g);
where, whenever () = 1, a(  ; ) = a(
+
 ; ), and, whenever () =  1,
a(  ; 
+
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
 
 ) and a(
 
 ; 
 
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
+
 ).
Lemma 4.12. Let q be an odd number, and a 2 eAn be of cycle type (q) such that
(a) has support I = fn  q + 1; : : : ; ng. Let g and g0 be in eAn q such that ag and
ag0 are eAn-conjugate and in an eAn-class labeled by  2 D+n . Then g and g0 have
type  = nfqg 2 D+n q and are eAn q-conjugate.
Proof. With the assumption, it is clear that g and g0 have cycle type . Let t 2 eAn
be such that t(ag) = ag0. Then (t)((a)(g)) = (a)(g0). Since (t)(a) is a q-cycle
of (a)(g0) and (a) is the unique q-cycle of (a)(g0) (because all the cycles of
this element are distinct), it follows that (t)(a) = (a). Thus, I is invariant by
(t). Set v := (t)jI 2 SI . Then v 2 CSn((a)), and since the cycle type of (a) is
odd and distinct in AI , one has CSI ((a)) = CAI ((a)), and in particular, v 2 AI .
Now, let ev 2 eAI be such that (ev) = v. By Remark 4.4, we have evg = g. Write
w = t ev 1 2 eAn q. Then wa = a or wa = za, and since a and za have distinct
order, we deduce that wa = a. It follows that awg = w(ag) = t(ag) = ag0, and
wg = g0 with w 2 eAn q, as required. 
Remark 4.13. Let q be an odd multiple of p and  = (1; : : : ; k = q) 2 D+n be
as in Convention 4.2 (in particular, q is the smallest odd part of  divisible by p).
Assume that n  q  2 and write I = fn  q+1; : : : ; ng. Let  be the q-cycle of SI
with respect to the choice of representatives given before Equation (41). Denote by
t the element of eSI such that (t) =  with respect to the choice of Schur [26,
§11], and write  = (1; : : : ; k 1) 2 D+n q. With the choice of Equation (46), one
has  = t

 if  =2 On (note that  =2 On q) and  = t if  2 On (in
this case,  is automatically in On q).
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We now obtain an analogue of Theorem 4.10 for eAn. Let q be an odd number
such that n  q  2. Let  and t be as in Remark 4.13. According to [26, footnote
(*), p. 179], recall that o = z
q2 1
8 t.
Theorem 4.14. Let q be an odd integer such that n q  2. We keep the notation of
Remark 4.13 and we set x := o = z
q2 1
8 t. In particular, x 2 eAn, and C eAn(x) =eAn q  hxi. Assume that the choice for the labels of the classes (and thus for
the labels of the characters by §4.2) are as in Remark 4.13. Take any  2 Dn,
 2 f 1; 1g and g 2 eAn q. When  2 D n , we set + =   = . Finally, let 
be the cycle type of xg. Then, if  6= , or if  =  and q is the last part of , we
have
(xg) =
X
2Mq()
()= 1
a(; )(g) +
X
2Mq()
()=1
 
a(; 
+
 )
+
 (g) + a(

; 
 
 )
 
 (g)

;
where the coeﬃcients are the following:
– if  2 D n , then a(; ) = ( 1)
q2 1
8  for all  2Mq() and  2 f 1; 1g,
where  is as in Theorem 4.10.
– if  2 D+n , then a(; ) = 12 ( 1)
q2 1
8  whenever () =  1, and
a(; 

) =
1
2 ( 1)
q2 1
8 (+ i
q 1
2
p
q) for  2 f 1; 1g whenever () = 1.
Proof. First assume that  2 D n . Then, by Equation (47), and Cliﬀord theory
applied to Equation (54), we obtain the following. Whenever () =  1, we have
a(; ) = a(
+
 ; 
+
 ) + a(
+
 ; 
 
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8  +
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8  = ( 1)
q2 1
8 ;
and, whenever () = 1,
a(; 
+
 ) = a(; 
 
 ) = a(
+
 ; ) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 ;
as required.
We now consider the case where  2 D+n . By Equation (49) and Cliﬀord theory
applied to Equation (54), we obtain
+ (xg) =
1
2
((xg) + (xg))
=
X
2Mq()
()=1
a(; )
2
(+ (g) + 
 
 (g)) +
(xg)
2
+
X
2Mq()
()= 1
a(; 
+
 ) + a(; 
 
 )
2
(g):
(56)
We need to deal with the term (xg)2 . Recall that this is 0 unless xg has cycle
type  = . We start by noticing that, if xg does not have cycle type , then
g does not have cycle type  for any  2 Mq() with () = 1. Indeed, if  is
obtained from  by removing a bar b of odd length q, then, depending on the type
of b, we have `() = `(), `() = `()   2 or `() = `()   1. In the first two
cases, we obtain () = ( 1)n q `() =  (). The last case can only happen
if b is a part of , in which case  =  n fqg and () = (). This has several
consequences. The first is that f 2Mq() j() = 1g is either empty, or contains
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only the partition  n fqg. This in turn implies that xg has cycle type  if and
only if f 2 Mq() j() = 1g = f n fqgg and g has cycle type  n fqg. Finally,
f 2 Mq() j() = 1g is empty if and only if  does not have a part of length q,
and, if this is the case, then (xg)2 = 0 for all g 2 eAn q.
We therefore suppose that  does have a part of length q, so that
f 2Mq() j() = 1g = f n fqgg:
We will show that, if  =  n fqg, then, for all g 2 eAn q, we have
(57) (xg) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 i
q 1
2
p
q(g):
If g does not have cycle type  =  n fqg, then (g) = 0, and xg does not have
cycle type , so that (xg) = 0 and Equation (57) holds.
Now, assume that g has cycle type . Then xg has cycle type  = , so we
assume furthermore that q is the last part of . If  2 On (resp.  =2 On), then
there are signs  and  such that xg is eAn-conjugate to   (resp. to  ). It
follows that tz
q2 1
8 g and   = t

 (resp.   = t

) are eAn-conjugate. By
Lemma 4.12, z
q2 1
8 g is eAn q-conjugate to   (resp. to  ), that is, g 2 D( q2 18 )
(resp. g 2 D
q2 1
8 
 ).
Now, using the values and properties we gave for the diﬀerence characters, we
obtain that, for xg 2 D+ (or similarly for xg 2 D++ ), we have
(58)
(xg) = (D
+
 ) = i
n `()
2
p
z
= i
n q+q `() 1
2
p
q
p
z
= i
q 1
2
p
qi
n q `()
2
p
z
= i
q 1
2
p
q(D
+
 )
= ( 1) q
2 1
8 i
q 1
2
p
q(g):
Using the property (D  ) =  (D+ ), and its analogues for the classes D ,
we easily deduce that Equation (57) does hold for all g 2 eAn q.
Now, from Equations (56) and (57), and Theorem 4.10, we deduce that, for
 2 Mq(), if () =  1, then a(+ ; ) = 12 ( 1)
q2 1
8 , and, if () = 1, then
a(+ ; 
+
 ) =
1
2 ( 1)
q2 1
8 ( + i
q 1
2
p
q) and a(+ ; 
 
 ) =
1
2 ( 1)
q2 1
8 (   i
q 1
2
p
q).
Our analysis of the term (xg) also yields a similar formula for   (xg), and
using Equation (55), we deduce the values of a(  ; 

) for all  2 Mq() and
 2 f 1; 1g. 
Remark 4.15. Let n and q be as above. Assume n = q or n = q + 1. TheneAn q = Z2 and the only spin character is the non-trivial character " of Z2, labeled
by  = ; or  = (1) whenever n = q or n = q + 1. Set  = (q) if n = q
and  = (q; 1) if n = q + 1. Then there are 4 classes of eAn labeled by  with
representatives  . Write o = + . Let k 2 f0; 1g and  2 Dn be with q-core
. If  2 D n , then (o zk) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 "(z
k). If  2 D+n and  6= , then
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(o

 z
k) = 12 ( 1)
q2 1
8 "(z
k). Finally, for ;  2 f 1; 1g, one has
(59) (o

z
k) = (o

)"(z
k) =
( 1) q
2 1
8
2

 + i
q 1
2
p
q

"(zk):
We define CSn to be the set of elements of Sn none of whose cycles has length
an odd multiple of p. We then let
(60) CeSn =  1(CSn) and C eAn = CeSn \ eAn:
Finally, we let CeSn and C eAn be the sets of (respectively eSn- and eAn-) conjugacy
classes in CeSn and C eAn respectively.
From now on, if G is a finite group and C a union of conjugacy classes of G, then
C-blocks is meant in the sense of KOR-blocks (see Proposition 2.14).
We start by showing that the spin p-blocks of eSn (respectively eAn) are also
CeSn-blocks (respectively C eAn -blocks). Recall that the p-blocks of eSn are just theeSn;p0-blocks, where eSn;p0 is the set of p-regular elements of eSn. Similarly, the
p-blocks of eAn are its eAn;p0 -blocks. Note that, by definition, we have eSn;p0  CeSn
and eAn;p0  C eAn .
Lemma 4.16. The p-blocks and CeSn-blocks of spin characters of eSn coincide, and
the p-blocks and C eAn-blocks of spin characters of eAn coincide.
Proof. Let  and  be a non-spin and a spin character of eSn, respectively. Since
 is constant on the split classes, we deduce that h;  iCfSn = 0. Thus, spin and
non-spin characters are never in the same CeSn -block.
Now, take any two spin characters  and 0 of eSn, such that 0 62 f; "g. Then
the only elements of CeSn n eSn;p0 , if any, on which  doesn’t vanish belong to
split conjugacy classes labeled by the partition labeling  (this is because any split
conjugacy class of CeSn labeled by a partition of On, and thus without even cycles,
must also belong to eSn;p0). And since 0 62 f; "g, we see that 0 vanishes on these
elements. In this case, we therefore have
(61) h; 0iCfSn = h; 0ieSn;p0 = h"; 0ieSn;p0 = h"; 0iCfSn :
Assume that 0 =2 f; "g lies in the same p-block as . Then there are distinct spin
irreducible characters 0 = 1; : : : ; s =  such that i 6=  for 1  i  s   1 and
hi; i+1ieSn;p0 6= 0. We can assume that i 6= " for all 1  i  s. Indeed, let 2 
i  s be such that i = ". Since hi 1; iieSn;p0 = hi 1; "ieSn;p0 = hi 1; ieSn;p0
by Equation (61), we can take s = i. We also can assume that i+1 6= "i for all
1  i  s   1. Otherwise, if there is 1  i  s   1 such that i+1 = "i, then
i < s   1, and since i+2 =2 fi; i+1g = fi; "ig, we deduce from Equation (61)
that hi+1; i+2ieSn;p0 = hi; i+2ieSn;p0 and we can remove i+1 from the chain.
Hence, Equation (61) gives hi; i+1ieSn;p0 = hi; i+1iCfSn for all 1  i  s   1,
and the characters 0 and  lie in the same CeSn-block.
By a similar argument, Equation (61) implies that if 0 =2 f; "g lies in the same
CeSn-block as , then they are in the same p-block.
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Furthermore, if  6= ", then either  and " belong to the same p-block, or each
is alone in its respective p-blocks. In the first case, the p-block which contains 
and " also contains some spin character 0 such that 0 = "0 (this follows from [21,
(2.1)]). In particular, in the p-block of , there is some irreducible 00 =2 f; "g such
that h00; ieSn;p0 6= 0. Thus, by Equation (61), we obtain h00; iCfSn = h00; ieSn;p0 =
h00; "iCfSn , and  and " belong to the same CeSn -block.
In the second case,  and " have p-defect zero. In particular,  and " are
labeled by a p-core  2 D n , and  is p-regular. Hence they both vanish identically
on p-singular elements, so also on CeSn n eSn;p0 , and they are each alone in their
respective CeSn -blocks as well. The result follows.
For the case of eAn, the argument is similar. 
We can now define on eSn and eAn an MN-structure with respect to the set of
spin p-blocks of eSn and eAn, and the sets CeSn and C eAn defined in Equation (60),
respectively. For this, we define SSn to be the set of elements  2 Sn all of whose
cycles have length 1 or an odd multiple of p. By Lemma 4.9, we denote by o the
element of eSn of odd order such that (o) = , and we let
(62) SeSn = fo j 2 SSng and S eAn = SeSn \ eAn:
Note that, since p is odd, and since we only consider odd multiples of p, we have
S eAn = SeSn \ eAn = SeSn .
Proposition 4.17. Let n > 0 be any integer, and p be an odd prime. Let Sp(eSn)
and Sp( eAn) be the sets of spin p-blocks of eSn and eAn respectively. Then eSn has
an MN-structure (as defined in Definition 2.5) with respect to CeSn and Sp(eSn),
and eAn has an MN-structure with respect to C eAn and Sp( eAn).
Proof. First note that, by Lemma 4.16, Sp(eSn) and Sp( eAn) are indeed unions of
CeSn-blocks and C eAn -blocks respectively.
To stick with the notation of Definition 2.5, we take G 2 feSn; eAng, B = Sp(G),
C = CG and S = SG (as defined above). Properties 1 and 2 of Definition 2.5 are
immediate consequences of the definition of S and C. For xS 2 S and xC 2 C,
we have (xS ; xC) 2 A if and only if the non-trivial cycles of (xS) and (xC) are
disjoint (in particular, xS and xC commute).
Now take any xS 2 S. If xS = 1, then G1 = G, B1 = B and r1 = id clearly
satisfy Properties 3 and 4. If, on the other hand, xS 6= 1, then, by definition of S,
we have xS = o for some  2 SSn . Write  = 1   k, where, for each 1  i  k,
i is a qi-cycle for some odd multiple qi of p, and the i’s are pairwise disjoint.
In particular, i 2 SSn and, since i 2 An, [26, III, p. 172] gives o = o1    ok ,
and CG(xS) has as a subgroup the group H = GxS  ho1i      hoki, where
GxS
= eSn Pki=1 qi if G = eSn, and GxS = eAn Pki=1 qi if G = eAn (and with the
convention that eS0 = eA0 = hzi).
Property 3 now follows from the definition of A we gave above. Clearly, if
xC 2 GxS \ C, then the non-trivial cycles of (xC) and (xS) are disjoint, so that
(xS ; xC) 2 A. Conversely, if (xS ; xC) 2 A, then one must have xC 2 CG(xS). If
xC 2 CG(xS) nH, then (xC) must permute (non-trivially) the (p)-cycles of (xS);
in particular, the non-trivial cycles of (xC) and (xS) cannot be disjoint, so that
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(xS ; xC) 62 A. Hence, if (xS ; xC) 2 A, then necessarily xC 2 H. Now, in order for
xC to be disjoint from xS , we see that one must have xC 2 GxS . This proves that
GxS \ C = fxC 2 C j (xS ; xC) 2 Ag.
Finally, we obtain Property 4 by iterating Theorem 4.10 and Theorem 4.14. By
considering (and removing) the “cycles” oi (1  i  k) one at a time, and in
increasing order of size, one sees that we can define rxS () for any spin character
 2 B. By construction, rxS () does satisfy rxS ()(xC) = (xS  xC) for all
(xS ; xC) 2 A. Taking BxS to be the set of spin characters of GxS , and extending
rxS by linearity to C Irr(B), we obtain the result. 
4.6. Broué perfect isometries. Throughout this section, we denote by p an odd
prime number.
Let n, q and  be as in Theorem 4.10. Suppose furthermore that q is an odd
multiple of p, and that wp() > 0. Next consider any spin p-block B0, of eSm say, of
the same weight and sign as the p-block B of + , and the bijection 	 described in
Lemma 4.8. In particular, 	 preserves the parity of bar partitions. Now, since q is
a multiple of p, the removal of a q-bar can be obtained by removing a sequence of
p-bars, and one sees from Theorem 4.5 thatMq(	()) = 	(Mq()). This is a slight
abuse of notation, as 	 should only act on partitions of the same weight as , while
the elements of Mq() have a smaller weight. But we see that 	 is compatible with
the bijections g and g	() given by Theorem 4.5, since everything goes through
the (common) p-quotient of  and 	(). Also, thanks to Equation (52) one has
(	()) = () for any  2Mq(). We then have the following:
Proposition 4.18. Let the notation be as above. For any  2Mq(), and for any
;  2 f1;  1g, we have
p()p()a(
p()
 ; 
p()
 ) = p(	())p(	())a(
p(	())
	() ; 
p(	())
	() ):
Proof. Let  2 Mq() be obtained by removing the q-bar b from . Then, by
definition of 	, we see, using Theorem 4.5, that 	() 2 Mq(	()) is obtained by
removing the q-bar 	(b) from 	().
We start by comparing  and 
	()
	(). By definition, we have
(63)  = ( 1)L(b)2m(b) and 	()	() = ( 1)L(	(b))2m(	(b));
where
(64) m(b) =

1 if () = 1 and () =  1;
0 otherwise:
and
(65) m(	(b)) =

1 if (	()) = 1 and (	()) =  1;
0 otherwise:
And, since 	 preserves the parity of partitions, we see that m(b) = m(	(b)).
Now L(b) is related to L(g(b)), where g is the bijection described in Theo-
rem 4.5. Similarly, L(	(b)) is related to L(g	()(	(b))), but, as we remarked
above, g	()(	(b)) = g(b). We have, by Theorem 4.6(iii), applied to the (p)-bar b,
(66) ( 1)L(b) = ( 1)L(g(b))p(; ) = ( 1)L(g(b))p()p()
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and similarly
(67) ( 1)L(	(b)) = ( 1)L(g(b))p(	())p(	());
whence
(68) p()p()( 1)L(b) = p(	())p(	())( 1)L(	(b)):
If () = 1, then + =   =  and a(
+
 ; ) = a(
 
 ; ) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 . We
also have (	()) = 1, so a(+	();  ()) = a(
 
	();  ()) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 
	()
	(). Thus
Equation (68) immediately gives the result.
Suppose now that () =  1. Then, by Remark 4.11, we have a(  ; + ) =
a(+ ; 
 
 ) and a(
 
 ; 
 
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
+
 ). We need to distinguish between the cases
 =  n fqg and  6=  n fqg. If  =  n fqg, this means b is a part of length q in .
Then, in Theorem 4.5, g(b) must be a part of length q=p in the first (bar) partition
of (q) (see [22, Theorem (4.3)]), and 	(b) is then a part of length q in 	(). We
thus have  =  n fqg if and only if 	() = 	() n fqg.
Suppose first that that  6= nfqg, so that 	() 6= 	()nfqg. Then, by Theorem
4.10 and Remark 4.11,
a(+ ; 
+
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
 
 ) = a(
 
 ; 
+
 ) = a(
 
 ; 
 
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 
and
a(+	(); 
+
 ()) = a(
+
	(); 
 
 ()) = a(
 
	(); 
+
 ()) = a(
 
	(); 
 
 ()) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 
	()
	();
so that Equation (68) gives the result.
Suppose, finally, that (() = (	()) =  1 and)  =  n fqg, so that 	() =
	() n fqg. This is the only case which is not straightforward. By Theorem 4.10,
we have
a(+ ; 
+
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 (+i
q 1
2
p
q) and a(+ ; 
 
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 ( i
q 1
2
p
q)
(and similar expressions for a(+	(); 
+
 ()) and a(
+
	(); 
 
 ())). Since, by Remark
4.11, a(  ; 
+
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
 
 ) and a(
 
 ; 
 
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
+
 ), we deduce that, for any
 2 f1;  1g,
a(
p()
 ; 
p()
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 ( + p()p()i
q 1
2
p
q)
(and a similar expression for a(p(	())	() ; 
p(	())
 () )). Multiplying by p()p(), we
obtain, using Equation (68),
p()p()a(
p()
 ; 
p()
 ) =
1
2 ( 1)
q2 1
8

p()p()

 + i
q 1
2
p
q

= 12 ( 1)
q2 1
8

p(	())p(	())
	()
	() + i
q 1
2
p
q

= p(	())p(	())
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8


	()
	() + p(	())p(	())i
q 1
2
p
q

;
whence
p()p()a


p()
 ; 
p()


= p(	())p(	())a


p(	())
	() ; 
p(	())
 ()

:
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Using Remark 4.11, this implies the last equality we have to prove:
p()p()a


p()
 ; 
 p()


= p()p()a


 p()
 ; 
p()


= p(	())p(	())a


 p(	())
	() ; 
p(	())
 ()

= p(	())p(	())a


p(	())
	() ; 
 p(	())
 ()

:

Now we consider p-cores  and 0, and a positive integer w. Let B and B0 be the
spin blocks of eSn and eSm of weight w and p-core  and 0 respectively, and let B
and B0 be the corresponding spin blocks of eAn and eAm. Suppose furthermore that
() =  (0), so that, with the notation of Lemma 4.8(ii), 	 is a sign inversing
bijection, and e	 gives a bijection between B and B0.
Proposition 4.19. Let the notation be as above, and assume m  q  2. For any
 2 Dn with p-core  and  2Mq(), and for any ;  2 f1;  1g, we have
p()p()a(
p()
 ; 
p()
 ) = p(	())p(	())a(
p(	())
	() ; 
p(	())
	() ):
Proof. First, assume that  2 D+n . Then by Lemma 4.8(ii), 	() 2 D m. Further-
more, by Theorem 4.10, for any  2Mq(), we have a(; ) = ( 1) q
2 1
8  when-
ever () = 1, and a(; + ) = a(;   ) =
1
2 ( 1)
q2 1
8  whenever () =  1.
As previously, we see that 	 is compatible with the bijections g and g	() given
by Theorem [22, Theorem (4.3)], whence it gives a sign inversing bijection between
Mq(	()) and Mq(). If  2 Mq() is obtained by removing the q-bar b from ,
then 	() 2Mq(	()) is obtained by removing the q-bar 	(b) from 	(), so that
we want to compare  and 
	()
	(). For this, we use Equations (63), (64) and (65).
Since 	() 2 D m, we see that m(	(b)) is always 0, so that 	()	() = ( 1)L(	(b)).
And, since  2 D+n , we see that m(b) = 1 and  = ( 1)L(b)2 whenever () =  1,
while m(b) = 0 and  = ( 1)L(b) whenever () = 1.
As in the proof of Proposition 4.18, L(b) is related to L(g(b)), and L(	(b)) to
L(g	()(	(b))), and g	()(	(b)) = g(b). Thus, using Equations (66) and (67), we
see that Equation (68) holds. If () = 1, then (	()) =  1, and we obtain
p()p()a(; ) = ( 1) q
2 1
8 p()p()


= ( 1) q
2 1
8 p()p()( 1)L(b)
= ( 1) q
2 1
8 p(	())p(	())( 1)L(	(b))
= ( 1) q
2 1
8 p(	())p(	())
	()
	()
= p(	())p(	())a(	(); 	()):
If, on the other hand, () =  1, then (	()) = 1, and we obtain
p()p()a(; 

 ) = ( 1)
q2 1
8 p()p()
1
2


= ( 1) q
2 1
8 p()p()
1
22( 1)L(b)
= ( 1) q
2 1
8 p(	())p(	())( 1)L(	(b))
= ( 1) q
2 1
8 p(	())p(	())
	()
	()
= p(	())p(	()a(	(); 

	()):
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Assume now that  2 D n . Then 	() 2 D+m. Note that  has a part of length
q, if and only if 	() has one. If this is the case, then ( n fqg) =  1 and
f 2 Mq() j() =  1g = f n fqgg. Otherwise, f 2 Mq() j() =  1g is
empty. By Theorem 4.10, we have a(+ ; ) = ( 1)
q2 1
8  whenever () = 1, and
a(+ ; 
+
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 (+i
q 1
2
p
q) and a(+ ; 
 
 ) =
1
2
( 1) q
2 1
8 ( i
q 1
2
p
q);
whenever () =  1 (and  =  n fqg).
Furthermore, if () = 1, then a(  ; ) = a(
+
 ; ), and, if () =  1, then
a(  ; 
+
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
 
 ) and a(
 
 ; 
 
 ) = a(
+
 ; 
+
 ).
As in the previous case, 	 gives a sign inversing bijection between Mq() and
Mq(	()). If  2Mq() is obtained by removing the q-bar b from , then 	() 2
Mq(	()) is obtained by removing the q-bar 	(b) from 	(). Note that () =  1
and (	()) = 1, and for  2 Mq(), we have () =  (	()). In particular,
Equations (64) and (65) give m(b) = 0, and m(	(b)) = 1 whenever () = 1, and
m(	(b)) = 0 otherwise.
If () = 1, then m(	(b)) = 1 and (	()) =  1. Thus Theorem 4.10, Theo-
rem 4.14, and Equations (63) and (68) give the result.
If () =  1, then m(	(b)) = 0 and (	()) = 1. Thus, using Theorem 4.10,
Theorem 4.14 and Equation (68), we conclude with a computation similar to that
at the end of the proof of Proposition 4.18. 
Remark 4.20. Note that, with the notation of Remark 4.15 (in particular we have
m  q + 1 and 	() 2 f;; (1)g), if 	() 6=  and if we set +	() =  	() = ", then
Proposition 4.19 still holds.
We now can state the main result of this section. Let  and 0 be two p-cores, and
w be a positive integer. Write E;w, E0;w and 	 : E;w ! E0;w as in Lemma 4.8,
and set n = jj+pw andm = j0j+pw. If () = (0), then B;w and B0;w denote
the p-blocks of p-weight w of G = eSn and G0 = eSm corresponding to  and 0
respectively. If () =  (0), then B;w and B0;w denote the p-blocks of p-weight
w of G = eAn and G0 = eSm respectively. We write Irr(B) = fX j 2 E;w;  2
f 1; 1gg and Irr(B0) = fY  j 2 E0;w;  2 f 1; 1gg, with the convention that,
when X or Y are self-associate, we set X+ = X
 
 = X and Y
+
 = Y
 
 = Y.
Theorem 4.21. Let p be an odd prime. We keep the notation as above. Then the
isometry I : C Irr(B;w)! C Irr(B0;w) defined by
(69) I

X
p()


= p()p(	())Y
p(	())
	() ;
where  2 E;w and  2 f 1; 1g, is a Broué perfect isometry.
Proof. Consider the map bI corresponding to I as in Equation (6). We will prove
that bI satisfies Properties (i) and (ii) of a Broué isometry.
First, we use the MN-structures introduced in Proposition 4.17 for (CG; B;w)
and (CG0 ; B0;w)). Let SG and SG0 be as in Equation (62). Write 
 for the set
of partitions  of i  n such that p divides each part of . Note that  2 

parametrizes one or twoG-classes of elements of SG (always one class whenG = eSn,
and two classes when G = eAn and  2 On \ Dn). In the case where  labels two
classes, we denote the two parameters by . Let  be the set of parameters
obtained in this way. Then  labels the set of G-classes of SG. We will now define
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a precise set of representatives for these classes. Let  = (1; : : : ; k) 2 
. Note
that  and (1); : : : ; (k) can all be viewed as labels of conjugacy classes of SSn
(by completing the partitions with parts of length 1).
In particular, the element s = s1    sk defined before Equation (41) is a
representative for the class of SSn labeled by , and s 2 Sjj. For all 1  i  k,
denote by oi the element of odd order such that (oi) = si (see Lemma 4.9)
and write o = o1    ok . Furthermore, for  2 On \ Dn, we assume that the
representatives of the two An-classes labeled by  are s = s1    sk 1sk as
in the proof of Theorem 3.9. If o1 denotes the elements of odd order satisfying
(o1) = s1 (see Lemma 4.9), then we set o := o

1    ok 1ok . Therefore, if
G = eSn, then the set of o for  2 
 is a set of representatives of the G-classes
of SG. If G = eAn, then the elements o (for  2 
 and  =2 On \ Dn) and o
(for  2 
 \ On \ Dn) form a system of representatives of the eAn-classes of S eAn .
Moreover, for any b 2  (with b 2 f+;  g if  2 On\Dn and G = eAn, and b = 
otherwise), we write Gb = Gob and rb = rob , where Gob and rob : C Irr(B;w) !
C Irr(B(G)) are defined in Proposition 4.17 (here B(G) is one p-block or two
p-blocks of G).
Now, we define 
0 = f 2 
 j
P
i  pwg and 0 the set of parameters b 2 
such that  2 
0. Then 
0 = 0 whenever G = eSn or G = eAn with n =2
fpw; pw + 1g.
Similarly, we define 
0, 0, 
00 and 00 for G0 and SG0 . Since G0 = eSm, we
have 0 = 
0 and 00 = 
00 = 
0. We write o0 for the representatives of the
G0-classes of SG0 (as described above for G) and, for  2 
0, we define G0 and
r0 : C Irr(B0;w)! C Irr(B(G0)) as above.
Using Theorems 4.10 and 4.14, we show that for any  2 
n
0 or  2 
0n
00,
one has rb = 0 and r0b = 0.
Now we suppose that 0 = 
0. Let  2 
0. If jj < pw, then B(G) and
B(G0) are just one p-block of G and G0, respectively. If jj = pw, then B(G)
and B(G0) are one p-block with defect zero whenever G = eSn and () = 1
or G = eAn and () =  1, or are the union of two p-blocks with defect zero
otherwise. We define (and denote by the same symbol to simplify the notation)
I : Irr(B(G))! Irr(B(G0)) by Equation (69).
We assume that Convention 4.2 holds and that moreover, if  = (1; : : : ; k) 2
Pn has an odd part divisible by p, then there is some r  r0  k such that j
is divisible by p for all r0  j, and every odd j with j < r is prime to p. So,
we can use Theorem 4.10 and 4.14 iteratively (see also Remark 4.13). Therefore,
using Propositions 4.18 and 4.19, we show as in the proof of Theorem 3.9 (see
Equations (29), (30) and (31)), that
(70) I  r = r0  I:
Thus, Theorem 2.10 holds (see Remark 2.11).
Suppose, on the other hand, that 0 6= 
0. Then G = eAn, n 2 fpw; pw+1g, and
G0 = eSm. In particular, () = 1. Let  = (1; : : : ; l) 2 
0. If  =2 On \Dn, then
we are in the same situation as above, and Equation (70) holds. Suppose instead
that  2 On \ Dn. Then  labels two classes with representatives o+ and o  of
SG, and G+ and G  are two copies of Z2, whose only spin p-block has defect
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zero, and consists of the (only) non-trivial character. Denote by f+g and f g the
spin p-blocks of G+ and G  , respectively.
Now, even though () = 1,  labels just one p-block of G+ (and of G ).
Since (0) =  () =  1, it follows that 0 labels two p-blocks with defect zero
of G0. In particular, Irr(B(G0)) is the union of the p-blocks f+0g and f 0g.
We then define I : Cf+g Cf g  ! Irr(B(G0)) by setting I(+) = +0 and
I( ) =  0 . Let ;  2 f 1; 1g and  2 E;w. We have r

() = a(

 ; ), and
iterating Theorem 4.14, we obtain
a( ; ) =
X
i1;:::;il
a(
i0
i0
; 
i1
i1
)a(
i1
i1
; 
i2
i2
)    a(il 1il 1 ; 
il
il
);
where i0 = , i0 = , 
il
il
= , ij 2 f 1; 1g for all 1  j  l   1, and jij is
obtained from j 1ij 1 by removing a j-bar from ij 1 for all 1  j  l. Similarly,
we have r0(
0
	()) = a(
0
	(); 
+
0)
+
0 + a(
0
	(); 
 
0)
 
0 with
a(
0
	(); 

0) =
X
i1;:::;il
a(
0i0
	(i0 )
; 
0i1
	(i1 )
)a(
0i1
	(i1 )
; 
0i2
	(i2 )
)    a(
0
il 1
	(il 1 )
; 
0il
	(il )
);
where 0ij = p(ij )p(	(ij ))ij for all 0  j  l   1, 0 = 0i0 , and 0il = .
Write f = (1) if n = pw or f = (1; 1) if n = pw + 1. Note that il 1 is a
partition of jfj, and if il 1 6= f, then for 1  j  l, Theorem 4.19 and Remark 4.20
give that
a


0ij 1
	(ij 1)
; 
0ij
	(ij )

= p(ij 1)p(	(ij 1))p(ij )p(	(ij ))a


ij 1
ij 1
; 
ij
ij

;
and it follows that
(71) a( ; ) = p()p(	())a(
p())p(	())
	() ; 

0):
In particular, one has
I

(r
+
+ r
 
)()

= a( ; +)
+
0 + a(

 ;  )
 
0
= p()p(	())r
0


p()p(	())
	()

= r0
 
I()

:
(72)
Furthermore, Equation (59), Theorem 4.10 and a computation similar to that in
the proof of Proposition 4.19 give
a(f ; ) = p(f)p(	(f))a


p(f)p(	(f))
	(f) ; 

0

:
So, if il 1 = f, then Equation (71) and thus Equation (72) also hold. In summary,
we have proved that
I 

r
+
+ r
 
= r0  I:
Finally, by the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.9, we obtain for bI a decompo-
sition as in Equation (40).
We now prove that bI satisfies property (ii) of a Broué isometry. Assume that
x 2 G is p-singular and x0 2 G0 is p-regular. If x =2 CG, then bI(x; x0) = 0 (see the
proof of Corollary 2.17). Otherwise, x 2 CG, and without loss of generality, we can
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assume that x = zkt for some  2 Pn and k 2 f0; 1g. Note that zkt 2 CG means
that  has at least one part of length divisible by 2p. In particular,  =2 On. If
 =2 D n (when G = eSn) or  =2 D+n (when G = eAn), then Propositions 4.1 and 4.3
imply that X (z
kt) = 0 for all  2 E;w, and I(x; x0) = 0 by Equation (11).
Hence, we can suppose that  2 D n if G = eSn, or that  2 D+n if G = eAn.
Therefore, X (z
kt) 6= 0 if and only if  = . Furthermore, if we write (p) =
( 0; : : : ;  (p 1)=2) for the p-quotient of , then the parts of  divisible by p are the
parts of p   0 (see [22, p. 27]). Hence, the definition of 	 gives (p) = 	()(p),
and 	() has non-trivial parts divisible by p. It follows that Y +	()(x
0) = Y  	()(x
0),
because x0 is p-regular. Using Equation (11), we obtain
bI(x; x0) = X+ (zkt) +X  (zkt)Y +	()(x) = 0
by Equations (45) and (50). Note that we derive from Remark 2.12 and a similar
computation that, if x is p-regular and x0 is p-singular, then bI(x; x0) = 0.
Finally, we show that bI satisfies property (i) of a Broué isometry. Note that the
E have size 1 or 2, and all the assumptions of Theorem 2.20 are satisfied.
First, we consider the case G = eSn. Take  2 Zb_;w, where b;w is a Z-basis of
Z Irr(B;w)CfSn as in Remark 2.9. By Corollary 2.3 and Proposition 4.1, for x 2 eAn,
we have (x) 6= 0 only if x is p-regular. Thus, again by Corollary 2.3 (applied to eAn
with respect to the set of p-regular elements), ReseSneAn () is a projective character
of eAn. Let x be a p-regular element of eAn. In particular, x = xCfSn . Since
(x) = Res
eSneAn ()(x), it follows that (x) is the value of some projective character
of eAn.
Let  2 
0 and  2 Zb, where b is a Z-basis of Z Irr(B)CfSn\G as in
Remark 2.9. Now, we apply the previous computations to G, G0 and I. We
conclude that the condition (2) of Theorem 2.10 holds for I. Hence, Remark 2.11
gives the condition (3) of Theorem 2.10 for I and we deduce as in the proof of
Theorem 2.20 that J(Zb_ ) = Zb0_ . Hence, J 1 (Zb)  Zb0. Since E have size 1
or 2 and p is odd, we have l0(J 1 ())(x0) 2 R for all x0 2 eSm. We conclude with
the argument of the proof of Theorem 2.20 that bI(x; x0)=jCG(x)j 2 R. Similarly,
because of Remark 2.12, if x0 2 eAm, then bI(x; x0)=jCG0(x0)j 2 R.
Assume now that x =2 eAn. By Equation (11) and Proposition 4.1, bI(x; x0) 6= 0
only if x = zut and x0 = zvt0	() with  2 D n and u; v 2 f0; 1g. In this case,
Equation (44) gives
(73) bI(zut ; zvt00) = in+m `() `(0) 22 q1   k01   0k0 ;
where  = (1; : : : ; k) and 	() = (01; : : : ; 0k0). However, we derive from the
proof of [22, Theorem 4.3] that p(1   k)) = pj0jp(prod(0)), where p is the
p-valuation, (p) = (0; : : : ; (p 1)=2) is the p-quotient of , and prod(0) is the
product of the lengths of the parts of 0. Hence,
(74) p(1   k)) = p(01   0k0);
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Furthermore,
jCeSn(zut)j = 2
kY
i=1
i and jCeSm(zvt00)j = 2
k0Y
i=1
0i;
because ; 0 2 D . By Equation (74), there are integers a and b prime to p such
that
Q
i = p(1   k)a and
Q
0i = p(1   k)b. Therefore, Equation (73)
implies that bI(zut ; zvt00)
jCeSn(tzi)j = i
n+m `() `(0) 2
2
p
ab
2a
:
Since in+m `() `(
0) 2
2
p
ab 2 R and 2a is prime to p, we deduce thatbI(zut ; zvt00)
jCeSn(zut)j 2 R:
Similarly, we have
bI(zut ;zvt00 )
jCfSm (zvt0 )j 2 R.
Assume now that G = eAn. Take  2 Zb_;w, where b;w is a Z-basis of
Z Irr(B;w)C eAn as in Remark 2.9. By Corollary 2.3, there are integers a (for
 2 E;w with () =  1) and a (for  2 E;w with () = 1) such that
(75)  =
X
()= 1
a +
X
()=1
 
a+ 
+
 + a
 
 
 


;
and Cliﬀord theory gives
(76) Ind
eSneAn () =
X
()= 1
a
 
+ + 
 


+
X
()=1
(a+ + a
 
 ):
Let x be a p-regular element of eAn. Assume x = zkt with  2 On and  =2 D+n .
In particular, one has x = xC eAn , and for  2 D+n , we have
(x) = 
+
 (x) + 
 
 (x) = 2
+
 (x) = 2
 
 (x);
and it follows that
Ind
eSneAn ()(x) =
X
()= 1
a
 
+ (x) + 
 
 (x)

+
X
()=1
(a+ + a
 
 )(x)
= 2
0@ X
()= 1
a(x) +
X
()=1
 
a+ 
+
 (x) + a
 
 
 
 (x)
1A
= 2(x):
By Equation (76), Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 2.3, Ind
eSneAn () is a projective
character of eSn and hence eAn. Thus, 2(x) is the value of a projective character
of eAn, and we conclude as above, because 2 is not divisible by p.
Suppose now that x = zut with  2 On \ D+n . By Lemma 4.9, we can assume
that x = zu
0
o for some non-negative integer u0. Write H for the centralizer of o
in eAn. Then H = h z i  h o1 i      h ok i contains no elements whose cycle
structure has even parts. In particular, Res eAnH () is a projective character of H.
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Since x 2 H, it follows that (x) is the value of a projective character of H, and
we again conclude with the same argument as above.
Finally, it remains to show the property for  2 D+n and  =2 On. However,bI(zu0o ; x0) 6= 0 if and only if x0 = zvo0	() for some non-negative integer v. In
particular, if 0 := 	() 2 D m, thenbI(zu0o ; zvo00) = p2in+m k k0 12 q1   k 01   0k0 ;
where  = (1; : : : ; k) and 0 = (01; : : : ; 0k0). We conclude as above using Equa-
tion (74). 
Corollary 4.22. If p is an odd prime, if B;w and B0;w are p-blocks of eAn andeAm respectively, and if () = (0), then the isometry I defined by Equation (69)
is a Broué perfect isometry.
Proof. Let e be any p-core such that (e) =  (). Denote by Be;w the p-block
of eSjej+pw corresponding to e. Since (0) =  (e), by Theorem 4.21, there are
Broué perfect isometries I1 : Irr(B;w)! Irr(Be;w) and I2 : Irr(B0;w)! Irr(Be;w),
defined by Equation (69). Furthermore, we have
I = I 12  I1;
which proves the result. 
5. Some other examples
5.1. Notation. For any positive integers k and l, we denote by MPk;l the set of
k-tuples of partitions (1; : : : ; k) such that
P jij = l.
Let H be a finite group and w be a positive integer. We consider the wreath
product G = H oSw, that is, the semidirect product G = Hw oSw where Sw acts
on Hw by permutation. Write N = j Irr(H)j and Irr(H) = f i j 1  i  Ng, and
denote by gi (1  i  N) a system of representatives for the conjugacy classes of
H.
The irreducible characters of G are parametrized by MPN;w as follows. For
 = (1; : : : ; N ) 2 MPN;w, consider the irreducible character  of Irr(Hw)
given by
(77)  =
NY
i=1
 i 
 : : :
  i| {z }
jij times
;
which, by [12, p.154], can be extended to an irreducible character b =QNi=1[ jiji
of its inertia subgroup IG() =
QN
i=1H o Sjij. The irreducible character of G
corresponding to  is then given by
 = Ind
G
IG()
 
NY
i=1
[
 
jij
i 
 i
!
;
where i denotes the irreducible character of Sjij corresponding to the partition
i of jij.
Let (h1; : : : ; hw;) 2 G with h1; : : : ; hw 2 H and  2 Sw. For any k-cycle
 = (j; j; : : : ; k 1j) in , we define the cycle product
g((h1; : : : ; hw;); ) = hjh 1j   h (k 1)j :
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If  has cycle structure , then we form the N -tuple of partitions (1; : : : ; N ) from
, where any cycle  in  gives a cycle of the same length in i if g((h1; : : : ; hw;); )
is conjugate to gi in H. The N -tuple
(78) s(h1; : : : ; hw;) = (1; : : : ; N ) 2MPN;w
describes the cycle structure of (h1; : : : ; hw;), and two elements of G are conjugate
if and only if they have the same cycle structure (see [12, 4.2.8]). In particular, the
conjugacy classes of G are labeled by MPN;w.
5.2. Isometries between symmetric groups and natural subgroups. Let n
be a positive integer and p be a prime. We denote by Pn the set of partitions of n.
Write  for the irreducible character of the symmetric group Sn corresponding
to the partition  2 Pn. Recall that to every  2 Pn, we can associate its p-core
(p) and its p-quotient (p) = (1; : : : ; p) (see for example [22, p. 17]). Moreover,
two irreducible characters  and  lie in the same p-block if and only if  and
 have the same p-core. For B the p-block of Sn corresponding to a fixed p-
core , we define the p-weight w of B by setting w = (n   jj)=p. Then Irr(B)
is parametrized by MPp;w. Now, we set Gp;w = (Zp o Zp 1) o Sw. We recall
that Irr(Zp o Zp 1) = f 1; : : : ;  pg with the following convention. If p is odd
(respectively p = 2), then put p = (p + 1)=2 (respectively p = 2). Then we can
choose the labeling such that  i(1) = 1 for i 6= p and  p(1) = p   1. Fix now 
and ! generators of Zp 1 and Zp respectively. Write gi = i for 1  i  p  1 and
gp = !. Then the elements gi 2 Zp o Zp 1 form a system of representatives for
the conjugacy classes of ZpoZp 1. As explained in §5.1, the irreducible characters
and conjugacy classes of Gp;w are labeled by MPp;w. As above, for  2 MPp;w,
we write  for the corresponding irreducible character of Gp;w.
Theorem 5.1. We keep the notation as above, and define the linear map I :
C Irr(B)! C Irr(Gp;w) by
I() = ( 1)jp jp()e(p) ;
where e(p) is obtained from the p-quotient (p) of  replacing p by its conjugate,
and p() is the p-sign of . Then I is a generalized perfect isometry with respect to
the p-regular elements of Sn and the set C 0 of elements of Gp;w with cycle structure
 = (1; : : : ; p) satisfying p = ;.
Proof. Let S be the set of elements of Sn with cycle decomposition 1   r (where
we omit trivial cycles), such that i is a qip-cycle for some positive integer qi, and
let C be the set of p-regular elements of Sn. The sets S and C are unions of
Sn-conjugacy classes, and 1 2 S. Moreover, 1    k is the cycle decomposition of
 2 C if and only if i has p0-length. Hence the cycle decomposition with disjoint
support in Sn proves that (1), (2) and (3) of Definition 2.5 hold with GS = SJ
whenever  = SC with S 2 S and C 2 C, and J is the support of S . Denote
by  the set of classes consisting of elements of S and define
 0 =
[
bw
Pb:
Write 0 for the classes of S parametrized by p   0. For each  2  0, we choose
a representative s 2 S in the class of 0 labeled by p   with support in fn  
pjj + 1; : : : ; ng. Then Gs = Sn pjj  CSn(s). Denote by Irr(B(Sn pjj))
the set of irreducible characters of Sn pjj labeled by partitions with p-core , and
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define r : C Irr(B) ! C Irr(B(Sn pjj)) by applying [12, 2.4.7] to the cycles of
p  . Then Sn has an MN-structure with respect to C and B in the sense of
Definition 2.5.
Now, write S0 (respectively C 0) for the set of elements ofGp;w with cycle structure
(1; : : : ; p) 2 MPp;b for some b  w (respectively(1; : : : ; p) 2 MPp;w), such
that 1 =    = p 1 = ; (respectively p = ;). In particular, the classes of S0
are also parametrized by  0. Let s0 2 S0 be with cycle structure (;; : : : ; ;; ) for
 2  0. Assume that the support of s0 is fw   jj + 1; : : : ; wg. Then Gp;w jj
lies in CGp;w(s), and we define r0 : C Irr(Gp;w)! C Irr(Gp;w jj) by applying [24,
Theorem 4.4] to the cycles of . Then Gp;w has an MN-structure with respect to
C 0 and Irr(Gp;w).
Let q = pa. Define the set Ma((p)) of p-multipartitions of w  a obtained from
(p) by removing an a-hook. Recall that the canonical bijection f (defined in [19,
Proposition 3.1]) induces a bijection Mq()!Ma((p));  7! (p). Writee(p) = ( 1)jp je(p) ;
and assume  = (1). Then
(79) r
e(p) = X
2Mpj1j()
0 e(p) ;
where 0 = ( 1)L(f(c

)). See the proof of [10, Proposition 3.8] for more details.
For multiples q1; : : : ; qk of p, define inductively the set Mq1;:::;qk() of partitions 
of n P qi such that  2Mqk() for some  2Mq1;:::;qk 1(). Let  = (1     
k) 2  0. Applying recursively formula (79) to the cycles of , we obtain
(80) r
e(p) = X
2Mpj1j;:::;pjkj()
a0(; ) e(p) :
Similarly, the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule in Sn gives
(81) r () =
X
2Mpj1j;:::;pjkj()
a(; ):
Now, with the above notation, Equation (26) gives  = p()p()0

, and by the
same argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.9, we obtain
a(; ) = p()p()a
0(; ):
It follows that
r (I()) = p()
X

a0(; )e(p) ;
=
X

p()p()a
0(; )p()e(p) ;
=
X

a(; )I();
= I
 
r()

:
The result now follows from Corollary 2.17. 
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Corollary 5.2. Assume furthermore that p > w. Then the isometry defined in
Theorem 5.1 is a Broué isometry. In particular, Broué’s perfect isometry Conjec-
ture holds for symmetric groups.
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.20. 
5.3. Osima’s perfect isometry. Using Theorem 2.10, we also can prove the fol-
lowing well-known result (see [15, Proposition 5.11]).
Theorem 5.3. Let n be an integer and p  n be a prime. Let B be a p-block of
Sn labeled by the p-core . Assume that B has weight w. Then the map defined by
I() = p()(p)
between B and Irr(Zp oSw) induces a generalized perfect isometry with respect to the
p-regular elements of Sn and the set of elements x 2 Zp oSw with cycle structure
g(x) satisfying g(x)1 = ; (here, the first coordinate of g(x) correspond to the trivial
class).
Proof. The proof is analogue to that of Theorem 5.1. 
5.4. Isometries between blocks of wreath products. In this section, we fix
a positive integer l and a prime number p such that p does not divide l, and
we consider the groups Gn = Zl o Sn, where n is any positive integer. Write
Zl = f1; 2; : : : ; lg and Irr(Zl) = f 1; : : : ;  lg.
Following [23, Theorem 1], we recall that two irreducible characters  and 0
corresponding to  = (1; : : : ; l) and 0 = (01; : : : ; 0l) ofGn lie in the same p-block
B if and only if, for every 1  i  l, the partitions i and 0i have the same p-core
i and same p-weight bi. The tuple b = (b1; : : : ; bl) (respectively  = (1; : : : ; l))
is called the p-weight of B (respectively the p-core of B). We denote by E;b the
set of l-multipartitions  = (1; : : : ; l) such that (i)(p) = i and the p-weight of
i is bi.
Theorem 5.4. Let n and m be any two positive integer. As above, we write
Irr(Gn) = f;   ng and Irr(Gm) = f0 ;   mg for the sets of irreducible
characters of Gn and Gm. Let B and B0 be two p-blocks of Gn and Gm, with
p-cores  = (1; : : : ; l) and 0 = (01; : : : ; 0l) respectively. Assume that B and B
0
have the same p-weight b = (b1; : : : ; bl). Define
I() =
 
lY
i=1
p(i)p(	(i))
!
 ();
where 	 is the map defined before Lemma 3.7,  () = (	(1); : : : ;	(l)), and
p(i) is the p-sign of i. Then I induces a Broué perfect isometry between B and
B0.
Proof. First, we notice that  (E;b) = E0;b. Let g = (g1; : : : ; gn;) 2 Gn. Write
 = SC , where all the cycles of S have length divisible by p, and C is a p-
regular element. Define gS = (gS;1; : : : ; gS;n;S) (resp. gC = (gC;1; : : : ; gC;n;C))
by setting gS;i = gi (respectively gC;i = gi) if i lies in the support of S (respectively
of C) and gS;i = 1 (respectively gC;i = 1) otherwise. Since S and C have disjoint
supports, we have the unique decomposition
g = gSgC = gCgS :
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Denote by S (respectively C) the set of elements g = (t;) such that all the
cycles of  have length divisible by p (respectively prime to p). Let  be the
set of l-multipartitions (1; : : : ; l) such that i 2 pP and
P jij  n. Let
 = (1; : : : ; l) 2 . Denote by I the set of integers 1  i  l with i 6= ;.
For i 2 I, write uij =
P
k<i jkj +
P
r<j i;r, where i = (i;1; : : : ; i;`(i)). Con-
sider now the i;j-cycle
ij = (n  u+ uij + 1; : : : ; n  u+ uij + i;j);
where u =
P jij. For 1  k  n, set tij;k = 1 for k 6= n   u + uij + 1 and
tij;n u+uij+1 = i. Write tij = (tij;1;    ; tij;n;ij) and define
(82) t =
Y
i2I
`(i)Y
j=1
tij :
Then by §5.1 and Equation (78), the elements t with  2  form a set of repre-
sentatives of the Gn-classes of S. Write G = Gn P jij. Note that the support of
 is fn P jij+ 1; : : : ; ng, and G  CGn(t).
Example 5.5. For example, assume that l = 3, n = 6, and p = 2. Write 1 = 1
and consider  = (;; (2); (2)) 2 . Then one has u = 4, I = f2; 3g, u21 = 0,
u31 = 2. So 21 = (3 4), 31 = (5 6) and
t21 = (1; 1; 2; 1; 1; 1; (3 4)) and t31 = (1; 1; 1; 1; 3; 1; (5 6)) :
Finally, t = t21t31 = (1; 1; 2; 1; 3; 1; (3 4)(5 6)) is a representative for the class
of Z3 oS6 labeled by .
Assume that  = (k) 2  (so that, in particular, k is divisible by p). Then, for
all x 2 G and  2 E;b, [24, Theorem 4.4] gives
(83) (tx) =
lX
s=1
 s(l)
X
2Mk(s)
( 1)L(cs )s(x);
where the partitions in s are the same as those in , except the s-th one which
is equal to . Applying iteratively this process to the cycles of , we define a
linear map r : C Irr(B)! C Irr(Bn P jij), where Bn P jij denotes the union of
p-blocks of Gn P jij with p-core  and p-weight (a1; : : : ; al) such that 0  ai  bi
and
P
(bi   ai) =
P jij. In particular, we have r()(x) = (tx) for all
x 2 Gn P jij. This defines an MN-structure for Gn with respect to C and B.
Similarly, we define an MN-structure for Gm with respect to B0 and the set of
p-regular elements of Gm. Now, write w =
P
bk, and denote by 0 the set of  2 
such that
P jkj  w. By [24, Theorem 4.4], we have r() = r(	()) = 0 for
every  2 E;b and  2 n0.
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Let  2 0 and c be a part of t of length k. Then, by [24, Theorem 4.4] (see
also Equation (83)), we have
rc(I()) =
lY
i=1
p(i)p(	(i))
lX
s=1
 s(t)
X
2Mk(s)
( 1)L

c
	(s)
	()

 (s)
=
lX
s=1
 s(t)
X
2Mk(s)
( 1)L

c
	(s)
	()

p(s)p(	(s))
 p()p(	())I(s)
=
lX
s=1
 s(t)
X
2Mk(s)
( 1)L(cs )I(s)
= I
 
rc(s)

:
(84)
Using the argument of the proof of Theorem 3.9 (see Equations (29), (30) and (31)),
we conclude that r(I()) = I(r()) for all  2 0 and  2 E;b.
Hence, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.20 are satisfied, and the result holds. 
Corollary 5.6. Let W1 and W2 be Coxeter groups of type B. Assume that p is odd.
Then two p-blocks of W1 and W2 with the same p-weight are perfectly isometric (in
the sense of Broué).
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4, noting that a Coxeter group of
type Bn is isomorphic to Z2 oSn. 
5.5. Isometries between blocks of Weyl groups of type D. Let n be a positive
integer and let W be a Weyl group of type Bn. We keep the notation of §5.4. Let
p be an odd prime number. We consider the linear character  = (;;(n)) 2 Irr(W ),
and denote byW 0 its kernel. ThenW 0 is a Weyl group of type Dn, and one has that
g 2 W belongs to W 0 if and only if its cycle structure s(g) = (1; 2) is such that
`(2) is even. Furthermore, theW -class of such an element splits into twoW 0-classes
if and only if 2 = ; and 1 has only parts of even length (i.e. if 1 = 2  for some
partition  of n=2); see [4, Proposition 25]. We fix representatives t(2;;) for theW
0-
classes whose elements have cycle structure (2  ; ;) as follows. If  = (1; : : : ; r)
then write ui =
P
j<i 
j , i = (ui + 1   ui + 2i), and ti = ((1; : : : ; 1);i). In
particular, t1 2 B21 . Let  2 B21nD21 . Set t+1 = t1 and t 1 = t1 1. Then t+1
and t 1 are representatives for the two split classes of D21 labeled by ((2
1); ;).
Now, define
(85) t(2;;) = t

1 t2    tr:
Since  2 BnnDn, and  commutes with t2; : : : ; tr (because for 2  i  r, the
supports of  and of ti are disjoint), we deduce that t (2;;) = t
 
(2;;)
 1. Hence,
t(2;;) are representatives of the two split classes of Dn labeled by (2  ; ;).
For every 2-multipartition (1; 2) of n, one has 
 (1;2) = (2;1). By Clif-
ford theory, if 1 6= 2, then 1;2 = ResWW 0(1;2) = ResWW 0(2;1) is irreducible.
If  = 1 = 2, then ResWW 0(;) splits into two irreducible characters +; and
 ; of W 0, which we can label so that (see [24, Theorem 5.1])
(86) ;

t(2;;)

=
1
2

(;)(t

(2;;)) + 2
`()()

;
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where ;  2 f 1; 1g and  is the character of the symmetric group Sn=2 corre-
sponding to .
The p-blocks of W 0 can be described as follows. Let B(b1;b2)1;2 be a p-block of W
labeled by the p-cores 1 and 2 and with p-weight (b1; b2); see §5.4. If (b1; b2) 6=
(0; 0) or 1 6= 2, then B(b1;b2)1;2 contains characters that are not self-conjugate.
By [20, Theorem 9.2], B(b1;b2)1;2 covers a unique p-block b
(b1;b2)
1;2 of W 0. Furthermore,
when 1 6= 2 or b1 6= b2, B(b1;b2)1;2 and B(b2;b1)2;1 contain no self-conjugate character,
and b(b1;b2)1;2 = b
(b2;b1)
2;1 consists of the restrictions to W 0 of the irreducible characters
lying in B(b1;b2)1;2 and B
(b2;b1)
2;1 . If (b1; b2) = (0; 0), then B
(0;0)
1;2 = f(1;2)g has defect
zero. If  := 1 = 2, then b+ = f+;g and b  = f ;g are two distinct p-blocks
of W 0 with defect zero, except when n = 0. In this last case, W = W 0 = f1g and
(;;;) = 
+
(;;;) = 
 
(;;;) = 1f1g.
Theorem 5.7. Assume p is odd. Let W 01 and W 02 be Coxeter groups of type D. Let
b
(b;b)
; and b
(b;b)
0;0 be p-blocks of W
0
1 and W 02 with the same p-weight (b; b). Then the
isometry defined by
I(1;2) =
 
2Y
i=1
p(i)p(	(i))
!
	(1);	(2) and I(

;) = 
p()p(	())
	();	() ;
where the notation is as above, is a Broué perfect isometry between b(b;b); and b
(b;b)
0;0 .
Proof. Assume that W 01 and W 02 are of type Dn and Dm, respectively. We denote
by S and C the intersections of W 01 with the sets S and C defined in the proof
of Theorem 5.4, and we write 
 (respectively 
0) for the set of bipartitions  =
(1; 2) with 1; 2 2 pP and `(2) even, such that j1j + j2j  n (respectively
j1j + j2j  2pb). Denote by  the W 01-classes of elements of S. Note that 
 is
the set of cycle type of the classes in . Furthermore, we write 0 for the set of
classes in  whose cycle type belong to 
0. When n 6= 2pb, the set 
0 labels 0.
Otherwise, there are in 
0 elements  that parametrize two W 01-classes denoted
by + and  . In this case,  = (2  ; ;) 2 
0 for some partition  of n=2, and
we denote by t+ and t  representatives for the split classes as in Equation (85).
The two corresponding classes are denoted by + and  . So, when n = 2pb, the
elements of 0 are denoted by b with b =  when  2 
0 labels one class, andb 2 f+; g otherwise. We also will write t+ = t+ and t  = t  . Finally, for
 2 
0, we define Gtb = Dn j1j j2j.
We then take t as in Equation (82) for a representative of the class of S labeled
by  2 
0 whenever b = .
Assume that n is even. For any partition  of n=2, we write  = +;    ;.
Let 1  k < n, and t = ((1; : : : ; 1);) 2 Dn, where  = (n   k + 1   n). We will
prove that
(87) (tx) = 2
X
2Mk()
( 1)L(c )(x);
for all x 2 Dn k. Note that tx lies in a split class of Dn if and only if x lies
in a split class of Dn k. So, to prove Equation (87), we can assume that x lies
in a split class of Dn k. Suppose that tx is Dn-conjugate by g 2 Dn to ty with
y 2 Dn k (in particular, y lies in a split class of Dn k). Then x and y have the
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same cycle type, so they are Bn k-conjugate, say by g0 2 Bn k. Furthermore, g0
and t commute (because their have disjoint supports). It follows that g0(tx) = ty,
and the set of elements that conjugate tx and ty is g0 CBn(tx). Furthermore, since
tx lies in a split class, one has CBn(tx) = CDn(tx). So, there is h 2 CDn(tx) such
that g = g0h. This proves that g0 2 Dn k. Hence x and y are Dn k-conjugate,
and Equation (87) now follows from Equation (86).
Furthermore, assume that k = n. Then Equation (86) gives(t(k)) = 2((k))
for  2 f+; g. If  is not a hook, then Mk() = ;. Otherwise, Mk() = f;g. Set-
ting ; = 1, and using the Murnaghan-Nakayama rule for the symmetric group,
we obtain
(88) (t) = 2
X
2Mk()
( 1)L(c )(1):
For  2 
0, we define rb()(x) = (tbx) for all x 2 Gtb . Applying iteratively
Equation (87) and Equation (88) to the parts of tb, we obtain
(89) rb() = 2`()X

a(; ) ;
where the coeﬃcients are those appearing in Equation (81).
Now, for  = (1; 2) 2 E(;);(b;b) with 1 6= 2, we define rb(1;2) to be
the restriction to W 01 of r((1;2)), where r
 is the map defined in the proof of
Theorem 5.4. For  = (; ) 2 E(;);(b;b), define
(90) rb(;) = 12

ResW1W 01
(r((;)) + r
b() :
It is then straightforward to show that, if b;(n j1j j2j) denotes the union of the
p-blocks of Gn j1j j2j with p-core (; ) and p-weights (b1; b2) such that 0  bi  b
and b1+b2 = j1j+ j2j, then the map rb : C Irr(b(b;b); )! C Irr(b;(n j1j j2j))
defines an MN-structure for W 01 with respect to the set of p-regular elements and
b
(b;b)
; . Similarly, we define an MN-structure for W 02 with respect to the set of p-
regular elements of W 02 and b
(b;b)
0;0 . As we showed in the proof of Theorem 5.4, if
1 6= 2 and I is defined on Irr(b;(n  j1j   j2j)) by the same formula, then we
have
(91) I

rb(1;2)

= rb (I(1;2)) :
For any  6= ; with p-core , one has
 = p()p(	())

p()p(	());    p()p(	());

:
In particular,
(92) I() = p()p(	())	():
Therefore, we deduce from the fact that I((;)) = 	();	() and Equations (90),
(89), (25) and (26) that
(93) I

rb(;)

= rb  I(;) :
Assume first that j0j = j00j. Then Equations (91) and (93) hold and we derive
from Theorem 2.20 (see also the note in the proof of Theorem 3.9) that I is a Broué
perfect isometry.
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Assume, on the other hand, that j0j > j00j. In particular, n is divisible by
2p,  = ;, and 00 = 
0. Let  2 
0 be such that b = . If we define I on
Gtb in the same way as I, then by Equations (91) and (93), we have Ib  rb =
rb  I. Let now  = (2  ; ;) be such that 2jj = n. Then b 2 f+; g, and
Gt+ and Gt  are two copies of the trivial group. We set Irr(Gt+ ) = f1+g and
Irr(Gt  ) = f1 g. Furthermore, Irr(b0;0(m   n)) = f+0;0 ;  0;0g. We define
I : C Irr(Gt+ )  C Irr(Gt  ) ! C Irr(b0;0(m   n)) by setting I(1) = 0;0 .
Note that
(94) r

(;) = 

;(t

)1 =
1
2

(;)(t

) + 2
`()a(; )

1 :
Moreover, by Equation (89), one has
r
 
p()p(	())	()

= 2`()p()p(	())a(	(); 
0)0
= 2`()a(; )0 ;
because p() = p(0) = 1. Write  = p()p(	()), and note that r(;) =
;()1f1g, I(r(;)) = r(	();	()), and r  ResW2W 02 = Res
W2
W 02
r. So we
obtain
r(I(;)) = r




	();	()

=
1
2

ResW2W 02
(r(	();	())) + r
(	())

=
1
2

(;)(t) + 2
`()a(; )

+0;0
+
1
2

(;)(t)  2`()a(; )

 0;0
= ;(t
+
 )
+
0;0 + 

;(t
 
 )
 
0;0
= I

r
+
(;) + r
 (;)

:
Now, assume that 1 6= 2. Note that r(1;2) = 1;2()1 . Thus,
I(r
+(1;2) + r
 (1;2)) = 1;2()(
+
0;0 + 
 
0;0)
= 1;2()Res
W2
W 02
(0;0)
= ResW2W 02
(I(1;2()1f1g))
= ResW2W 02
(I(r(1;2)))
= ResW2W 02
(r(I(1;2)))
= r(I(1;2))):
Hence, we have
r  I = I  (r+ + r );
and we conclude as in the proof of Theorem 3.9. 
Theorem 5.8. Assume p is odd. Let W 01 and W 02 be Coxeter groups of type D.
Assume that 1 6= 2 and 01 6= 02, or (1; 2) = (01; 02) and b1 6= b2. If the p-blocks
b
(b1;b2)
1;2 and b
(b1;b2)
01;
0
2
have the same p-weight (b1; b2), then they are perfectly isometric
in the sense of Broué.
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Proof. The isometry is the restriction to Irr(b(b1;b2)1;2 ) of that of Corollary 5.6. 
5.6. Isometries between alternating groups and natural subgroups. It
would be interesting to give an analogue of Osima’s perfect isometry between p-
blocks of the alternating groups and the “alternating” subgroup of Zp o Sw. But
such perfect isometries do not exist, as we can show in the following example.
Example 5.9. Consider the principal 3-block b of A6. It contains 6 irreducible
characters. Note that b is covered by the principal 3-block B of S6 (which has 3-
weight 2 and contains 9 irreducible characters). Let G = Z3 o S2. Then G has 9
irreducible characters and by Theorem 5.3, B and G are perfectly isometric. Now,
viewing G as a subgroup of S6, we can restrict the sign character " : S6 ! f 1; 1g
to a linear character (also denoted by ") of G, whose kernel is the base group
H = Z23 of G. Define the regular elements of H to be the elements with cycle
structure (1; 2; 3) and 1 = ;. These elements are the products of 2 disjoint 3-
cycles contained in H, when H is viewed as a subgroup of S6, and there are 4 such
elements. Now, a straightforward computation gives that hresreg(); resreg(1H)i 2 f-
2=9; 1=9; 4=9g for any  2 Irr(H). So, we conclude by Remark 2.13 that Irr(H)
forms a reg-block, and since Irr(H) has 9 elements, b and Irr(H) are not perfectly
isometric.
However, when we replace Zp o Sw by Gp;w (see §5.2 for the notation), we can
show that the p-blocks of An are perfectly isometric with the “alternating” subgroup
of Gp;w. In a way, we prove in this section an analogue of Osima’s isometries for
the alternating groups.
Throughout, we keep the notation of §5.2, and view Gp;w as a subgroup of
Spw. Moreover, we assume that p is odd, so that, in particular, p = (p + 1)=2.
Furthermore, we view H = Zp oZp 1 as the normalizer of some Sylow p-subgroup
of Sp, and denote by "H the restriction of the sign character "Sp to H. Note that
only the irreducible character of degree p   1 of H is "H -stable. So we choose the
labeling of Irr(H) = f 1; : : : ;  pg so that  1 = "H ,  p = 1H , and  i =  p+1 i
"H
for any 1  i  p (in particular,  p(1) = p   1). Recall that Irr(Gp;w) is labeled
by MPp;w, and, with the above choices, for every  = (1; : : : ; p) 2 MPp;w, we
have (see [9, Proposition 4D])
(95) " =  ;
where " again denotes the restriction of the sign character of Spw to Gw;p, and
 = (p; : : : ; 

1) is as in Equation (20). Define the “alternating” subgroup of Gp;w
by setting
Hp;w = ker(" : Gp;w ! f 1; 1g):
Consider the set of partitions E (respectively OD) all of whose parts have even
length (respectively whose parts are distinct and of odd length). We recall that
(see for example [9, Lemma 4E]) the set
(96) T = f(1; : : : ; p) 2MPp;w j2i = ;; 2i+1 2 E ; p 2 ODg
labels the set of splitting classes of Gw;p with respect to Hw;p. We will now give
representatives for these classes. Let  = (1; : : : ; p) 2 T . For 1  i  p, write
i = (i;1; : : : ; i;`(i)), and assume that there is some integer 1  ri  `(i) such
that i;j is prime to p for all j < ri and i;j is divisible by p for j  ri. Let t be
the element of Gp;w obtained in the same way as in Equation (82). Let 1  i  p
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be such that i 6= ;. Then with the notation of Equation (82), ti1 2 Gp;K , where
K is the support of ti1 and Gp;K = (Zp o Zp 1) oSK . In particular, viewed as an
element of Gp;K , the cyclic structure of ti1 is (;; : : : ; ;; (i;1); ;; : : : ; ;). Since  2 T ,
either i < p is odd and i 2 E , and so also (i;1), or i = p and (i;1) 2 ODi;1 .
Hence, ti1 lies in a split class of Gp;K . Let K 2 Gp;KnHp;K . Set t+i1 = ti1 and
t i1 = Kt
+
i1
 1
K . Write m for the minimum integer such that m 6= ;. Using the
notation of Equation (82), we define
(97) r =
0@Y
i 6=m
`()Y
j=1
tij
1AY
j 6=1
tmj and t = rt

m1:
Since K =2 Hp;w and the supports of K and r are disjoint, the elements t+ and
t  are representatives for the two split classes of Hp;w labeled by .
Write S for the set of  2 MPp;w such that  = . Now, following [9], we
define an explicit bijection a : S ! T as follows. Let  = (1; : : : ; p) 2 S. Then
p+1 i = i for all 1  i  p. In particular, p = p . Write i =
Q
j j
pij
for 1  i < p, and recall the definition of a() := (1; : : : ; p) 2 T from [9] by
setting p = a(p), 2i 1 =
Q
j(2j)
pij , and 2i = ;, where a is the map defined
in Equation (17). Then a is a bijection. Indeed, if for (1; : : : ; p) 2 T , we define
 = (1; : : : ; p) by setting p = a 1(p), i =
Q
j j
pij for 1  i < p, where
2i 1 =
Q
j(2j)
pij , and i = p+1 i for p < i  p, then the map (1; : : : ; p) 7!
(1; : : : ; p) is the inverse map of a.
Lemma 5.10. The conjugacy class of Gp;w labeled by (;; : : : ; ;; 1w k; ) 2MPp;w
(for k  w) lies in Hp;w if and only if  has an even number of even parts.
Proof. Because of [9, Equation (4.1)], for every (h1; : : : ; hw;) 2 Gp;w with hi 2 H
and  2 Sw, we have
(98) "(h1; : : : ; hw;) = "()
wY
i=1
"H(hi):
Write  = (1; : : : ; r), and set  = 1   k, where i is a cycle of length jij.
Let fj1; : : : ; jjijg be the support of i. Define hj1 = ! (the element ! is as in §5.2,
i.e. a generator of the Sylow p-subgroup of the base group of the wreath product
Gp;w) and hjl = 1 for 2  l  jij. If l doesn’t belong to the support of any i
then put hl = 1. Thus, the element x = (h1; : : : ; hw;) is a representative for
the class of Gp;w labeled by (;; : : : ; ;; ). By Equation (98), "(h1; : : : ; hw;) = 1
if and only if "() = 1 (because "H(!) = 1), as required. 
By Equation (95) and Cliﬀord Theory, if  =2 S, then the restriction # =
Res
Gp;w
Hp;w
() = Res
Gp;w
Hp;w
() is irreducible. Otherwise, the restriction of  splits
into a sum of two irreducible characters of Hp;w, denoted #+ and #  . In the last
case, such a  is called a split irreducible character of Gp;w.
Let  = (1; : : : ; p) 2 S. In order to distinguish #+ and #  , we need to
introduce some notation. We associate to  two multipartitions 0 2MPp;w jp j
and 00 2MPp;jp j by setting
0 = (1; : : : ; (p 1)=2; ;; (p+3)=2; : : : ; p) and 00 = (;; : : : ; ;; p ; ;; : : : ; ;):
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Moreover, to 0 and 00, we associate subgroups as follows. Write E0 =
f1; : : : ; n  jp jg and E00 = fn  jp j+ 1; : : : ; ng, and define G0 = H oS(E0)
and G00 = H oS(E00). Note that 0 and 00 are self-conjugate.
In particular, by §5.1, 0 and 00 label split irreducible characters 0 and 00
of G0 and G00 respectively.
Since 00 is self-conjugate, a(00) is a splitting class of G00 , and thus labels
two classes a(00) of H00 = ker("G00 ). Now, we make the same choices for the
labeling for the irreducible characters #00 and for the classes a(
00) of H00 as
in [9, Proposition 4F], so that yields
(99)

#+00   # 00

(g) =
(
(
p
pp)
d
q
p ph(p) if g 2 a(00);
0 otherwise;
where  2 f1g, p = ( 1)(p 1)=2, d is the number of parts of a(p), p =
( 1)(jp j d)=2, and ph(p) denotes the product of the lengths of the parts of
a(p).
Furthermore, fix any labeling for the irreducible characters #0 ofH0 = ker("G0 ).
Labelings for 0 and 00 being fixed as above, we can assume that the characters
# are parametrized as in [9, Proposition 4H(ii)], and we always make this choice
in the following. We can now show the following crucial result.
Lemma 5.11. Let c be a cycle of odd length k  w. Let x = (t;) 2 Gp;w have
cycle structure (;; : : : ; ;; 1w k; (k)), and be such that  = (w   k + 1; : : : ; w). Let
 = (1; : : : ; p) 2 MPp;w be such that  = . If c is a cycle of a(p), then for
any g 2 Hp;w k, we have 
#+   # 

(xg) =
q
( 1)(pk 1)=2pk

#+c   # c

(g);
where (c)i = i if i 6= p, and (c)p is obtained from p by removing the diagonal
hook of length k.
Proof. By Lemma 5.10, one has x 2 Hp;w. Furthermore, #c are irreducible char-
acters of Hp;w k. Write 0 and 00 for the multipartitions associated to  as above.
By construction, we have 0c = 0, and 00c is obtained from 00 by removing the
diagonal hook of length k (this is possible because c is a cycle of a(p)) at the
p-coordinate.
Let g 2 Hp;w k. Then by [9, (i) of Proposition 4H], either
 
#+   # 

(xg) = 0 =
#+c   # c

(g) (and the claim is true), or there are y 2 H0c and z 2 H00c such
that g = yz = zy and s(y)p = ;. Since H00c  H00 , the elements x and z lie in
H00 . On the other hand, x commutes with z and with y (because these elements
have disjoint supports). Hence, [9, Proposition 4H] implies that
(100)
 
#+   # 

(xg) = (#+0   # 0)(y) (#+00   # 00)(xz):
First, suppose that xz 2 a(00). Without loss of generality, in the writing of ta(00)
as in Equation (97), we can assume that x = tp`(p). Hence, t

a(00) = xt

a(00c )
. A
similar argument to that after Equation (87) shows that xz 2 a(00) if and only if
z 2 a(00c ). Note that H0c = H0 , #+0c = #
+
0 and #
 
0c
= # 0 (because 
0
c = ). Let
d be the number of parts of a(p). Then a((c)p) has (d 1) parts. Moreover, one
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has p = ( 1)(k 1)=2(c)p and ph(p) = k ph((c)p), so that Equations (99)
and (100) give 
#+   # 

(gx) =

#+0   # 0

(y) (
p
pp)
d
q
p ph(p)
=

#+0c   #
 
0c

(y)
q
ppk( 1)(k 1)=2(ppp)d 1

q
(c)p ph((c)p)
=
q
ppk( 1)(k 1)=2

#+0c   #
 
0c

(y)

#+00c   #
 
00c

(z)
=
q
ppk( 1)(k 1)=2

#+c   # c

(g):
Furthermore,
( 1)(pk 1)=2 =

( 1)(p 1)=2
k
( 1)(k 1)=2 = p( 1)(k 1)=2;
because k is odd. The result follows.
Now, if xz =2 a(00), then z =2 a(00c ). We then have (#+00   # 00)(xz) = 0 =
(#+00c   #
 
00c
)(z) = 0 by Equation (99), and Equation (100) gives
(#+   # )(gx) = 0 = (#+c   # c)(g):
This proves the result. 
For  6=  and  6= , we write + =   =  and #+ = #  = #. Fur-
thermore, an element h 2 Hp;w is said regular if its cycle structure s(h) satisfies
s(h)p = ;.
Theorem 5.12. Let p be an odd prime number. Let  be a self-conjugate p-core
of Sn of p-weight w > 0. Denote by b the corresponding p-block of An. Then the
linear map I : C Irr(b) ! C Irr(Hp;w) defined, for  2 f1g and  with p-core ,
by
I() = ( 1)jp jp()#p()e(p) ;
where the notation is as in Theorem 5.1, is a generalized perfect isometry with
respect to the p-regular elements of An and the regular elements of Hp;w (defined
as above).
Proof. First, we consider the case n = pw. In this case, one has  = ;. Let S and C
be the sets that define an MN-structure for the principal p-block ofApw with respect
to the set of p-regular elements of Apw. We denote by 
0 and 0 the corresponding
sets of partitions (see the proof of Theorem 3.9). Write S0 and C 0 as in the proof of
Theorem 5.1 (but for elements of Hp;w). Then 0 labels the Hp;w classes of S0 by
p  b 2 0 7! tb , where by Equation (97), t = t(;;:::;;;) and t = t(;;:::;1w jj;).
Hence, if we set H = Hp;w jj, then H satisfies Definition 2.5(3).
Now, for every partition  of pw with trivial p-core, and any  2 f 1; 1g, we
define e#(p) = ( 1)jp j#e(p) :
Let p   2 
0 be such that  = (1; : : : ; k). Assume that k is odd. Then
tbk 2 Hp;w, and by Lemma 5.11, (e#+(p)   e# (p))(tbkg) = 0 for g 2 Hp;w j1j, except
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when ((p))p contains a diagonal hook ck of length jkj. In this case, we have.
e#+
(p)
  e# 
(p)

(tbkg) = ( 1)j0j
q
( 1)(pk 1)=2pk
 
#+
(p)
  # 
(p)

(s0b1g)
=  ( 1)j0nfckgj
q
( 1)(pk 1)=2pk

#+
(p)nfckg   #
 
(p)nfckg

(g)
=
q
( 1)(pk 1)=2pk
e# 
(p)nfckg   e#+(p)nfckg (g);
(101)
where (p)nfckg is the multipartition with the same parts as (p), except the p-
part which is obtained from ((p))p by removing the diagonal hook of length k.
Therefore, Equations (79), (101) and Cliﬀord theory give, for  2 f1g and g 2
Hn jkj,
e#(p)(tbkg) = X
2M0
k
()
 6=
b(e#(p) ; e#(p)) e#(p)(g) + X
2Mk ()
=

b(e#(p) ; e#+(p)) e#+(p)(g)+
b(e#(p) ; e# (p)) e# (p)(g) ;
whereMk() andM 0k() are defined as in §3.3, and the complex numbers b(
e#
(p)
; e#
(p)
)
satisfy the following:
– If  6=  and  2 M1(), then b(e#(p) ; e#(p)) = ()(0 + 0) (see
Equation (79) for the definition of 0).
– If  6=  and  =2M1(), then b(e#(p) ; e#(p)) = ()0.
– If  =  and  6= , then b(e#(p) ; e#(p)) = ()0.
– If  =  and  = , then b(e#(p) ; e#(p)nfckg) = 12 0   p( 1)(q 1)=2q,
where q = pk.
Note that, as in the proof of Theorem 5.1, we use that f induces a bijection
between Mpk() and Mk((p)).
Assume now that k and k 1 are even. Let  2 Mk;k 1(). We denote
by b(e#
(p)
; e#
(p)
) the hermitian product of the class function x ! e#
(p)
(tktk 1x)
with e#
(p)
2 Z Irr(Hp;w k k 1). Then, applying Equation (79) twice and Clif-
ford theory, we obtain an analogue of Theorem 3.5. For  2 Mk;k 1() or
 2 M 0k;k 1(), the coeﬃcient b(e#(p) ; e#(p)) is obtained from a(; ) by re-
placing ( 1)L(c) and ( 1)L(c ) by ( 1)L(f(c)) and ( 1)L(f(c )) respectively.
Now, as in the proof of Theorem 3.9, if we suppose that  is labeled such that
there is some integer r with i even for i  r and i odd for i > r, then, applying
iteratively the above process, as in the proof of Theorem 3.9, and using the fact
that the e#
(p)
’s give a basis of C Irr(Hp;w), we can define a linear map r
b : CHp;w !
CHp;w jj such that r
b()(x) = (tbx) for all  2 C Irr(Hp;w) and x 2 Hp;w jj.
In particular, Irr(Hp;w) has an MN-structure in the sense of Definition 2.5 with
respect to C 0.
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Let p  2 
0. We define Ib : C Irr(b(n pjj))! CHp;w jj, where b(n pjj)
is defined in §3.2, by setting
Ib() = ( 1)jp jp()e#p()( 1)`()e(p) ;
where  2 f1g and  is a partition of p(w jj) with p-core . Note that If1g = I.
Write b(e#
(p)
; e#
(p)
) = hrb(e#
(p)
); e#
(p)
iHp;w jj . If either b =  or b = 
and  6=  (where  is the partition defined in the proof of Theorem 3.9), then a
straightforward computation (see the proofs of Theorem 3.9 and of Theorem 5.1)
gives
a
 
; 



= b

I
e#(p) ; I e#(p) :
Hence, the only case to consider is  = (1; : : : ; k) 2 ODw and  = . Write
(h1; : : : ; hk) for the diagonal hooks of  and assume that the hook length of hi is
pi. Furthermore, define (0) = f1g and (i) = f1; : : : ; ig for 1  i  k (in
particular, p  (i) 2 
0). Note that `((i)) = i.
Let 1  i  k. Write  = nfh1; : : : ; hi 1g and  = nfh1; : : : ; hig. Therefore,
if we set q = phi, then we have
b

Ib(i 1)(); Ib(i)()

= p()p()b
e#p()( 1)i 1
(p)
; e#p()( 1)i
(p)

;
= p()p()

0   p()p()( 1)2i 1
q
( 1)(q 1)=2q

;
=

 + 
q
( 1)(q 1)=2q

;
= a
 
 ; 



:
Thus, using an argument similar to Equations (29) and (30), we conclude that
b(I(); Ib()) = a(; ). It follows that
r
b  I = Ib  rb
for every p  b 2 0, and Corollary 2.17 gives the result.
Now we return to the general case, that is,  is any self-conjugate p-core of
n with p-weight w. Let b0 be the principal p-block of Apw. We consider In :
C Irr(b) ! C Irr(b0) the perfect isometry obtained in Theorem 3.9 and Ipw :
C Irr(b0)! C Irr(Hp;w) the perfect isometry obtained in the first part of the proof.
Then Ipw  In : C Irr(b)! C Irr(Hp;w) is a perfect isometry. In order to prove the
result, it is suﬃcient to show that I = Ipw  In. Let  2 Pn be such that (p) = 
and  2 f1g. Then using that the p-quotient of 	() is (p), we derive that
Ipw  In() = Ipw

p()p(	())
p()p(	())
	()

;
= p()p(	())p(	())e#"p()p(	())p(	())(p) ;
= p()e#"p()(p) ;
= I();
as required. 
Corollary 5.13. With the assumptions of Theorem 5.12, and if furthermore w < p,
then I is a Broué perfect isometry.
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